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PROLOGO
StMINAIRE PROCESSUS DE
LISBONNE ET POLITIQUES
D'EGALITE
Embajador Rep(Iblica Francesa.
Propos d'ouverture
Chers amis,
Je suis tres heureux d'inaugurer a l'Institut franc,;ais les travaux du
groupe de reflexion sur les politiques d'egalite et le processus de Lisbonne. Avec le soutien de la Commission europeenne, de l'Universite
Carlos Ill et de l'Ambassade de France, c'est un programme ambitieux
que vous vous etes donnes, pendant les cinq annees a venir.
Plusicurs raisons me font penser que ces travaux devraient etre fructueux et utiles pour l'Europe. D'abord la grandc qualitc de ccux qui
y participeront, juristes et economistcs de re nom. Ensuite la diversite
des pays europeens, et done des philosophies, qu'ils representent, du
nord au sud, de !'Europe continentalc et non-continentale.
Et puis il y a une troisieme raison: c' est celle du caractere a la fois
urgent et vital de votre reflexion. A l'hcurc ou l'on parle beaucoup,
peut-etre trop, de decadence de l'Europe, s'intcrroger sur la strategic
UE 2020 c'est se poser la question de la perennite de ce qu'on appellc
le " modele curopeen ,, c'est-a-dire la croissance au service de la cohesion sociale.
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Vos travaux s'inaugurent dans une unite de lieu et de temps hautement
significative : l'Espagne, a quelques jours de la fin de sa presidence de
l'Union europeenne. Une presidence doublement historique, pour la
crise exceptionnelle qui !'aura marquee, mais aussi pour la portee non
moins remarquable des chantiers, a la fois institutionnels, economiques et sociaux, qu'elle aura ouverts.
Cette crise aura eu au moins deux merites.
D'abord celui de nous interdire de fermer les yeux plus longternps sur
un probleme dont nous sommes conscients depuis de nombreuses annees: comment revitaliser une economie europeenne enferree depuis
vingt ans dans une croissance morose, un chomage endemique et dont
seules les inegalites sociales semblent croitre? La co·incidence entre la
crise et l'arrivee a echeance de la strategie de Lisbonne aura cree un
choc salutaire en obligeant !'Europe a constater qu'elle n'a passu tenir
ses promesses. La '' methode ouverte de coordination >>, comme on dit
en jargon bruxellois, n'a pas fonctionne.
Et un second merite, peut-etre plus precieux encore : celui d'imposer
aux Etats membres une coordination, et plus encore une solidarite
economique aux forceps. Avec le sauvetage de la Grece, la mise en
place du mecanisme de stabilisation financiere, la creation du groupe
de travail dirige par M. Van Rompuy, !'Europe a du se doter d'une
ambition et d'une audace bien superieures a celles que laissait augurer
la seule revision de la strategie de Lisbonne.
Esperons qu'elle saura en tirer parti. Et pour ce faire, des reflexions
comme celles que vous entamez aujourd'hui sont indispensables. Car
la dimension budgetaire que la crise a revetue dans ses derniers developpements presente un risque: celui de confondre gouvernement
economique et discipline des finances publiques. Celui d'oublier qu'audela du probleme bien reel de la saine gestion, c'est a des choix com-
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muns de politiques publiques que nous sommes d'abord confrontes.
Panni ces politiques, celle de I'egalite d'acces des citoyens europeens
au travail et a la richesse, et done celles de la formation, de l'emploi
et du genre, pour ne citer que celles-ci, occupent une place centrale.

Bon travail et bonne chance!
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NoTA INTRODUCTORIA
Esta monografia recoge las contribuciones, debates y conclusiones del
Seminario Internacional sobre las politicas de igualdad y el Proceso
de Lisboa que se celebr6 en Madrid el 23 de junio de 2010, dentro
del Proyecto de Investigaci6n n" 151160-LLP-1-2009-1-ES-AJM-CL,
fi.nanciado por la Comisi6n Europea.
Dicho seminario cont6 igualmente con el apoyo financiero del Vicerrectorado de lnvestigaci6n (Proyectos n" 2010/00235/001 y n"
2010/00235/002), y del Vicerrectorado de Igualdad y Cooperaci6n de
la UCIIIM, asf como con el auspicio de la Embajada de la Repttblica
de Francia en Espafla.
Participaron como ponentes la Dra. C. Fisher (Presidenre de Confrontations Europe), en sustituci6n y representaci6n del Pr. Dr. Ph. Herzog
(Catedr;itico de la Universidad Paris X-Nanterre, antiguo eurodiputado, Secretario General de Confrontations Europe, y Consejero Personal del Comisario de Mercado Interior, M. Barnier); la Profa. Dra.
Dfla. Catherine Barnard (Catedratica de Derecho de la U niversidad de
Cambridge- Reino Unido, y Catedn'iticaj. Monnet); el Prof. Dr. Reiner
Grote (Profesor Agregado del Max Plack Institut fi:tr Comparative Public Law and International Law de la Universidad de Heidelberg, R.F.
de Alemania); y, la Profa. Dra. Dfla. Karolien Pieters (Investigadora
Principal del ·r M. C. Asser Institut de la Haya, Pafses Bajos).
Las Sesiones de trabajo fueron inauguradas con una intervenci6n del
Excmo. Sr. D. Bruno Delaye, Embajador de la Rep(tblica l<rancesa, y,
actu6 como moderador y relator general de las mismas el Prof. Dr.
Carlos J. Moreiro Gonzalez (Catednitico de Derecho Internacional
Pttblico, Universidad Carlos Ill de Madrid, y Catedra J. Monnet ad
personam de Derecho de la UE).
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El Seminario se celebr6 a puerta cerrada, asistiendo a !as sesiones de
trabajo Ios citados ponentes y un reducido grupo de diplomaticos y
profesores de la Universidad Carlos Ill de Madrid.
Previamente se abri6 un foro digital con una amplia participaci6n, asf
como un plaza para la presentaci6n de comunicaciones.
Las conclusiones provisionales del seminario se difundieron el 24 de
junio de 2010 mediante su retransmisi6n audiovisual desde el Campus
de Getafe de la Universidad Carlos Ill de Madrid.
Dichas conclusiones provisionales se estructuran en dos categorias. Por
un lado, !as que se refieren al marco econ6mico y social en que actualmente se disei1an !as polfticas publicas de la UE, que estan urgidas por
la consecuci6n de resultados eficaces en el corto plazo
Por otro lado, las que tienen que ver de una manera mas concreta con
Ios elementos juridicos que soportan y desarrollan la elaboraci6n de
las politicas de igualdad dentro del Proceso de Lisboa, y de su actualizaci6n en la Estrategia Europa 2020, adoptada por el Consejo Europeo
en marzo de 2010.
A) Las politicas publicas europeas en un contexto de recesi6n econ6mica.
Las conclusiones en este ambito, las mas extensas y sugerentes, desarrollan la ponencia de Ios Prof. Dfla. C. Fishery del Prof. Dr. D. Ph.
Herzog.
1. Deben de integrarse de una manera mucho mas proactiva en la
configuraci6n de !as politicas publicas supranacionales a Ios actores
sociales no gubernamentales, no solo sindicatos y empresarios, sino
tambien !as fundaciones, asociaciones y entidades que, por raz6n
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de su composicion transnacional y de su marcado caracter especializado, tienen relevancia suficiente para poder influir en la toma de
decisiones por Ios organos e instituciones competentes de la UE y de
sus Estados miembros.
2. Debe reforzarse el metodo supranacional para garantizar dos elementos transcendentales en la implementacion de !as politicas regulatorias que faciliten la salida de la recesion en Europa: por un !ado,
elliderazgo de la Comision Europea para definir el imeres publico
de la Union y Ios umbrales mfnimos desde Ios que referenciarlo; por
otro !ado, la legitimidad democratica que supone la adopcion por el
Parlamento Europeo y el Consejo de Ministros de dichas medidas,
asf como la capacidad coactiva propia de Ios actos supranacionales.
3. Deben modificarse Ios Tratados para adecuar el ambito de competencias de la Union, mediante una transferencia desde Ios Estados
miembros en todos Ios sectores que requieren la regulacion del
mercado por Ios poderes ptiblicos para garantizar su eficiente funcionamiento.
4. Debe de constituirse un club europeo de inversores que financien
proyectos de creacion de riqueza (Bancos de desarrollo local y regional, ci(Jsteres, etc.) e infraestructuras a largo plazo.
5. Deben de refonnularse Ios procesos de formacion profesional y de
la educacion en sus diversos grados en Europa, a efectos de poder
integrarlos plenamente en un espacio comun, inspirandose en este
sentido en la transferencia de creditos ECTS del Proceso de Bolonia.
6. Debe de crearse un registro europeo de bienes publicos comunes y
garantizarse su tutela por todos Ios poderes pt1blicos (por ejemplo,
grandes interconexiones ferroviarias; grandes sistemas de provision
de energfa; autopistas digitales; etc.)
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7. De be de completarse el mercado interior en lo relativo a la lib re
prestacion de servicios y a la libre circulacion de trabajadores.
8. Debe de reformularse la nocion de renta basica de ciudadanfa para
que pierda su caracter pasivo y se convierta en un aval economico de
Ios poderes ptiblicos nacionales para evitar situaciones de desintegracion social de las personas, mediante la proporcion de estfmulos
a la formacion profesional, la creacion de empresas, etc.
B). En lo que concierne alas medidas estrictamente juridicas relacioJiadas con la implementacion de las polfticas de igualdad, se han
consensuado, sobre la base de las ponencias de las/os Profs. C. Barnard, K. Pieters y R. Grote, las siguientes propuestas:
l. Prescindir de las previsiones difusas y sustituirlas por mandatos
clams de actuacion y de reconocimiento de competencias a la UE
en el Tratado de la Union y en el Tratado de Funcionamiento de la
Union.
2. Utilizar, en la menor medida posible, Ios instrumentos de "soft law",
y utilizar mayoritariamente instrumentos nonnativos o coactivos
como Reglamentos y Directivas.
3. Pertilar claramente la obligacion de todos Ios Estados miembros de
lograr indicadores identicos en ambitos de la igualdad que no estan
siendo correctamente regulados, como es el caso de las polfticas de
conciliacion laboral.
En este sentido, se deben atribuir plenos poderes de supervision a la
Comision Europe ay, en su caso, capacidad de propuestas de sancion
supranacional a aquellos Estados miembros que no garanticen la
plena implementacion de dichas polfticas.
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4. Integrar las formulas "nordicas" de gestion corporativa, de tal
manera que se penalice o se dificulte gravemente la creacion y el
funcionamiento de las socicdades cotizadas en cuyo Consejo de Administracion no figure un numero relevante (igual o superior a la
mitad de sus miembros) de nn~jeres.
5. Similarmente, debe mejorarse la coordinacion de los mecanismos
e instrumentos de la Union Europea (Pymes, I+D, Igualdad, etc.)
para garantizar el liderazgo empresarial de las mujeres, asi como
la creacion de viveros en el marco de las relaciones universidadempresa.
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1.

PoNENCIA Pu. HERZOG
IJEUROPE SOCIALE:

UNE DIMENSION STRATEGIQUE
DE LA SORTIE DE CRISE
eavenir est incertain pour l'Europe sociale, car nous ne sommes toujours pas sortis de la crise economique et financiere.
Au debut de l'annee 20 l 0, une action coordonnee a ete necessaire
pour garantir le financement de la dette souveraine grecque, mais
!'inquietude demeure car la restructuration des dettes publiques et des
actifs bancaires est loin d'etre terminee. Une rechute dans la recession
est possible.
l~hypothese la plus realiste est une crmssance durablement lente et
chaotique en Europe ... a rnoins que nous ne parvenions a combiner
les mesures de «stabilite financiere et budgetaire» et les politiques necessaires pour coustruire une nouvelle croissauce durable. Pour cela,
une cooperation permanente et assidue entre les :f:tats membres est
necessaire, ainsi qu'une consolidation de l'UEM avec un << federalisme
fiscal "• comme Jean-Claude Trichet l'a lui-meme recemment evoque.
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Dans ce contexte, le renouveau de !'Europe sociale ne doit pas etre
pen;u cornme une contrainte, mais comme un defi a relever pour que
les citoyens contribuent a une croissance plus econome en ressources
naturelles, fondee sur des investissements a long tenne et de nouveaux
biens publics.
Cela signifie que l'endettement pour la consummation aura un role
plus limite et que le developpement des competences humaines pour
!'innovation et pour des emplois de meilleure qualite sera valorise.

Des opportunites

a saisir pour redetinir l'Europe sociale

Nous regrettons que la nouvelle Strategic Europe 2020 ait ete mise au
point par la Commission sans consultation digne de ce nom. Nous regrettons egalement !'absence des moyens et incitations necessaires pour
realiser ses objectifs. Les le<;ons de l'echec de la Strategic de Lisbonne
n'ont pas encore ete tirees. Neanmoins, malgre le caractere informel de
la Strategic Europe 2020, ces objectifs sont interessants 1:10 • Quatre des
dix <<directives integrees >> sont consacrees a des avancees sociales: faire
passer le taux d'emploi a 75%; developper les capacites humaines dans
la perspective de nouvelles competences et de nouveaux (et meilleurs)
emplois ; ameliorer la qualite et l'efficacite des systemes d'education et
de formation a tous les niveaux ; faire baisser le nombre d'Europeens
sous le seuil de la pauvrete de 25 %. Mais comment?
Souvenons-nous que l'essor de !'Europe sociale sous la presidence de
Jacques Delors etait lie a la construction du Marche unique. 11 y a trois
ans,j'ai propose un projet de nouvel Acte unique pour redonner de l'elan

I ~0. http://ec.europa.eu/eu2020iiJJdex _fr. bun
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a !'Union ut. Les citoyens europeens ne sont pas satisfaits du marche in-

terieur, et l'assentiment collectif fait souvent defaut. l:objectif est done
d'etablir un nouveau compromis afin de donner a l'approfondissement
de ce marche, qui demeure tres fragmente et incomplet, une ,, nouvelle
dimension sociale ,, tout en renfon;ant son efficacite.

Jen ai discute avec Mario Monti et Michel Barnier. Aujourd'hui, Mario Monti a presente un rapport a J.M. Barroso pour demander une
nouvelle strategie 13 ~. Le conunissaire Michel Barnier a declare que la
Commission preparerait un nouvel Acre unique (sans modification du
Traite cette fois); ce projet fera l'objet d'une communication en octobre 2010. Le degre de resistance des Etats-membres sera a la mesure
des enjeux, mais c' est une belle opportuuite a saisir.
La dimension sociale de la Strategie UE 2020 ne peut etre induite par
le renouveau du marche uniquement; elle a besoin de financements.
Le president Van Rompuy va proposer un renforcement du << gouvernement economique europeen », ce qui pourrait donner plus de poids
au principe de solidarite recenunent integre au "lraite de Lisbonne. Les
strategies de gestion des finances publiques nationales et europeennes
pourraient prendre en compte !'importance de l'investissement social
comme facteur de de la croissance. Mais les resistances des nations a
coordonner leurs budgets et a former un veritable Budget europeen
devront etre vaincues.
Nous aimerions faire quelques suggestions sur la maniere de tirer le
meilleur parti de ces opportunites. Elles sont fondees sur deux objectifs sociaux majeurs qui peuvent interesser !'ensemble des Europeens.

I:H.

Un nonvcl A<lc unique pour tdanccr !'Europe, 15 janvicr 2007. disponibk sur le site www.
corafroralations.org-

1:{2.

Unc nonvdlc strategic pour le mardtc unique, hllp://cccuropa.<·u/bcpa/pdt/ntollti_rcport_li""1_10_0:> _20 IO_I"r.pdf
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Premierement, le developpement des capacites humaines, avec l'ambition
de parvenir au plein emploi a long terme, est une composante essentielle d'une strategie de competitivite et de croissance efficace. Cela signifie
rehabiliter les valeurs du travail et de la formation. Il faudra vaincre les
resistances considerables a l'encontre de la mobilite et faire de celle-ci
l'esperance d'un meilleur emploi; il faudra concilier la protection des travailleurs et la liberte de la prestation de services. l:Europe devra securiser
la mobilite transfrontieres dans un marche du travail europeen organise,
donner une dimension europeenne a !'education et la formation, concevoir une implication dynamique des personnes agees dans la societe.
Deuxiemement, il faut promouvoir les biens publics europeens. Les Traites
prevoient que les nations ont toute competence en ce domaine, sous reserve que la concurrence ne soit pas entravee. l:Union autorise des exemptions aux regles du marche, sous son controle. Mais il n'existe aucun droit
positif commun sur les services essentiels, et jusqu'a recemment, l'Union
ne s' estimait pas responsable de la prestation de tels services Elle adhere
aux «quatre libertes» inscrites dans le Traite de Rome, et l'on parle d'une
cinquieme liberte, la liberte d'information. Mais les conflits majeurs entre
les libertes economiques et les droits sociaux perdurent. Des arbitrages
politiques sont necessaires, et l'acces des citoyens a des infrastructures
europeennes de services d'interet general offiirait des solutions nouvelles.
Le Traite de Lisbonne (article 14) etablit une coresponsabilite entre les
Etats et l'Union pour garantir les conditions d'acces aux services d'interet
general: c'est un changement historique, mais il appelle maintenant une
volonte politique pour traduire cela en actes.

Developper les capacites humaines et creer un marche du travail
europeen
Nouvelles cornpetences associees
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Les sommes d'argent depensees pour preserver les emplois et financer les
indemnites de chomage ont permis de limiter l'impact de la crise, mais
sachant qu'il n'y a pas de forte reprise economique a l'horizon, que faire?
Alors que le chornage et les suppressions d'emplois augmcntent, nous
devrions faire tout ce qui est en notre pouvoir pour preparer les gens
a de nouveaux emplois. Toutes les categories de population sont concernees: les jeunes qui n' ont aucune formation professionnelle ; les
adultes qui, bien souvent, out besoin d'une remise a niveau de leurs
competences ; et les travailleurs ages, en particulier les cadres dirigeants, qui devraient participer a la formation des nouvelles generations arrivant sur le marche du travail.
D'importants problemes sociaux et culturels sont a resoudre. Comment pouvons-nous conseiller aux jeunes de devenir des ingenieurs
ou des techniciens qualifies alors que les seuls modeles que nous leur
presentons sont des footballeurs, des mannequins ou des traders ? Si
nous echouons ales motiver, il n'y aura pas de regain d'interet pour les
carrieres scientifiques, technologiques, et industrielles.
Pour combler le fosse entre education et emploi, il faut susciter
!'implication et la cooperation des principaux interesses. Cela doit se
faire dans chaque secteur et necessite egalement une collaboration intersectorielle. Il s'agit d'organiser systematiquement les cooperations
entre les acteurs publics et prives. Cette strategie doit etre organisee
sur les territoires, afin de gerer au plus pres les transitions professionnelles et industrielles, et en faisant appel a des cooperations transfrontieres a grande echelle.
Pretendre que !'Union europeenne ne dispose pas des competences
requises pour agir ainsi en matiere de formation et d'emploi est une
mauvaise excuse pour la passivite. Nous nous plaignons que la Strategic Europe 2020 n'est qu'une declaration d'objectifs, mais pourql1oi ··
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ne pas chercher des moyens pour les realiser? Par exemple, !'initiative
<<De nouvelles competences pour de nouveaux emplois» merite un
soutien et des actes. La Commission souhaite la deployer dans tous
les secteurs et toutes les regions, avec la participation active de parties
prenantes partageant des projets concrets. De mes discussions avec la
Direction generale Emploi et Affaires sociales,j'ai retenu que les fonds
sociaux europeens sont re-nationalises, alors qu'ils pourraient servir
d'incitations communautaires pour le developpement des cornpetences. Le Fonds europeen d'ajustement a la mondialisation pourrait etre
revu a la hausse et reorganise pour servir cette initiative. Les fonds
d'investissement pourraienl servir a financer le developpement des capacites hurnaines. Le principe de solidarite devrait conduire a allouer
des aides importantes a la formation professionnelle dans les nouveaux
Etats membres, ou elle est tres faible: la Commission pourrait proposer
des programmes de formation cibles et specifiques.
Vers un 1narche du travail europeen

l:accent sur la mobilite en matiere de formation et d'emploi souleve la
question majeure de la flexibilite du marche du travail.
Le concept de flexicurite est deficiem; nous pourrions le clarifier et
aller plus loin vers une problematique de poliriques de marches transitionnels du travaiJI'1", en nous assurant que les gens re<_;oivem une formation et un accompagnement pour trouver un nouvel ou un meilleur
emploi. Les ecoles et les universites pourraiem etre encouragees a se
concentrer sur les perspectives de carriere des etudiams sur le marche
du travail, comme elles tentent deja de le faire. Pour favoriser la transition des travailleurs vers des emplois plus qualifies, des programmes

133. Gat.icr 1\emard. " 'lransilional Labom Markcls: Wages and Financing " (Marches du travail

transitionnds: salaircs et financcmcnt), rontrihution a la confCrcnrc <<New institutional arrangements in the labour market,, (Nouveaux arrangemem.s institutiounels sur le marchC du travail).
Eumpcan Academy of the Urban Environment, Berlin, 11 el 12 avril1997,
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de formation specifiques seraient organises au niveau regional. Ceci
necessite d'anticiper et de gerer les processus de rcstructuration en
co~onction avec l'ensemblc des parties prenantes 1'H.
I.:Union pourrait dormer l'exemple en organisant la mobilite transfrontaliere. Le marche du travail europecn est un objectif conunun
depuis l'Actc unique de 1986, mais le processus est cxtrerncmcnt lent.
I.:Union tcnte d'etablir des equivalences entre les diplomes et lcs qualifications. La portabilite des droits pour facilitcr la mobilite transfrontiercs progrcssc egalcmcnt. Mais un obstacle majeur subsistc: plusicurs
pays ne transposcnt pas les mcsurcs curopecnncs. La Commission
devra se doter de moycns de surveillance et de mise en application.
Les gens ont bcsoin d'infrastructures qui leur pcnucttcnt d'avoir acces aux informations et a un accompagncment pour lcurs mobilites.
EURES est deja un lien entre lcs services publics nationaux et locaux
pour I' emploi, coordonne par la Commission. Il met des informations
en lignc. Dcpuis la crisc, davantagc de personncs appcllcnt. Quclqucs rescaux transfrontaliers impliquant les partenaires sociaux ont
ete etablis. Mais l'cfficacite de ccs instruments n'est pas evaluec, lcs
ressourccs sont tres limitecs, et aucunc incitation n'cst fournic. Un
devcloppcmcnt important de ccs outils est neccssairc.
Conune nous le savons tous, le contlit entre la liberte de la prestation
de services et la protection des droits nationaux en matierc d'emploi
est l'un des principaux obstacles a la mise en ceuvre de la directive
<< services "· fondee sur le principe du pays d'origine, elle permet aux
autorites du pays hotc de choisir lcs nonnes sociales qu'il souhaitc

1:14. Fernando Vasqucz, "Soda) partnc.Ts aJHI civil society paniripation: anticipation of chang-e.· and
coordination of the Union's poli<:ies )~ (P·ct.ncnaircs soriaux et parliripation de la soc.:iCtC civile :
anticipation de I'Cvohuion et de la coordination des politiqucs de )'Union), in Looking for the

European lnrercsl

(A la

redrerchc de l'irller(·r europcc11), ouvrage wllenir dirige par Philippe

llerzog, Conli·ontatious Europe, f:ditions k ManuscriL www.maiHIMTiL<.:om, Paris, 200H.
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conserver, a partir d'une liste exhaustive qu'elles ont predefinie. En
cas de litige, la Cour de justice tranche generalement en faveur de la
libre circulation des services. La directive relative au detachement des
travailleurs n'a pas ete amendee, car il n'a pas ete possible de parvenir a un consensus. Le Parlement europeen n'est pas d'accord avec la
Cour de justice et, dans une resolution publiee le 22 octobre 2008, il
a demande a la Commission de rediger un projet de legislation sur
les conventions collectives transnationales. C'est une proposition de
bon sens, mais les partenaires sociaux europeens l'ecouteront-elle?
l:eurodistrict, entite administrative transfrontaliere, est un bon exemple de fonctionnement possible d'une negociation multinationale de
convention collective.
Des !ignes directrices relatives a la remuneration sont egalement necessaires. Nous devons enrayer la tendance a la hausse du nombre de
travailleurs pauvres, et redonner une possibilite d'ameliorer l'echelle
salariale en rapport avec l'elevation du niveau des qualifications. Les
indicateurs de performance au niveau des entreprises et des branches
devraient recreer un lien entre remuneration et productivite. Et, faute
d'une harmonisation generale, la coordination fiscale est une necessite
(comme Mario Monti l'a souligne). Pourquoi ne pas dormer priorite
au principe qui consiste a taxer les revenus financiers au nu~me niveau
que les salaires? La suppression des paradis fiscaux est essentielle, et
des incitations relatives a l'impot sur les benefices doivent etre rnises
en place pour encourager la formation et l'investissement.
Il va sans dire que des changements sont egalement necessaires dans le
secteur public, ne serait-ce qu'au nom de l'equite. La restructuration et
la mobilite concernent aussi les fonctionnaires, c'est un sujet complexe
et d'actualite!
Anticipation des restructurations, renouveau du dialogue social, et
politiques industrielles
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Les politiques de marches transitionnels du travail ne peuvent tonctionner que si les operations de restructuration ont des consequences
positives plutot que destructrices. La reduction des cofJts et des emplois
doit etre compensee par l'innovation, la diversification et le developpement de nouveaux produits et services. Et pour cela, l'implication
et l'autonomisation des parties prenantes sontla meilleure solution.
LAllemagne a des resultats positifs en matiere de restructuration
parce que les syndicats et la direction anticipent et gerent ensemble
les mutations. Les programmes de relocalisation de l'industrie dans
les nouveaux Etats membres de l'Est ont ete accompagnes d'une consolidation de la base industrielle domestique. LAllemagne garde le
controle de ses chaines d'approvisionnement, cream ainsi de la valeur
dans ses industries des (la situation est moins bonne pour les services
aux consommateurs). Les pays scandinaves connaissent egalement le
succes, a leur maniere. Mais de nombreux autres pays ont ete severement touches. Le niveau d'anxiete sociale est eleve dans l'industrie
tran<;aise; et en Europe de l'Est, la crainte delocalisations industrielles
vers la ·rurquie et l'Asie est omnipresente.
Il est done temps de Tenouveler le dialogue social et les politiques industrielles.

En ce sens, Peter Scherrer, secretaire general de la Federation
europeenne des metallurgistes, a suggere d'instaurer un Conseil de
l'industrie automobile europeennem. Pendant longtemps, le secteur
n'a pas su se preparer pour l'avenit~ il souffre aujourd'hui de surcapacites. Des initiatives interessantes sont finalement en marche pour
concretiser le passage aux voitures propres (ce qui necessitera de creer
des infrastructures pour les recharges electriques et s'accompagnera
d'innovations dans les services de transport). Cela devrait donner lieu
I :15.

I111 p ;//""w.etllf-ft·lu.or!;J Press/Press-re leases/S 1>ccial-E U -COl 111ei I-I o-1 ackle-rrisis-i11-1 I1e- Eo 1ropcan-au tomot ive-iJt(h tstry.
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a un dialogue social sectoriel etendu. Dans l'industrie de l'habillement
et du textile, Ies partenaires sociaux europeens ont convenu d'un plan
d'action europeen remarquable qui, malheureusement, ne peut etre
mis en ceuvre a cause des divisions entre les Etats membres.
Le dialogue social au sem des societes europeennes doit egalement
etre renforce. Un renouveau managerial est engage avec les problematiques de responsabilite sociale et environnementale des entreprises ;
ceci est posi tif et devrait etre generalise. I.: objectif n' est pas d'introduire
une legislation, mais d'elaborer des conventions d'entreprise visant a
transformer les intentions en actions. Les grandes entreprises le font
deja, notamment dans le cadre des comites d' entreprise europeens.
Le recent accord sur la gestion negociee des changements dans le
groupe Arcelor-Mittal est particulierement interessant"11', car il combine une approche conjointe de l'investissement, de la formation et
de l'emploi, et des negociations concretes sur les licenciements, la
creation d'emplois et le pouvoir d'achat. Dans la meme veine, l'accord
conclu par le groupe Thales prevoit I' organisation complete de la formation et des transitions entre education et emploi 137 • La Commission,
le Conseil et les dirigeants des principaux groupes pourraient temoigner de leur motivation sociale en unissant leurs efforts et en menant
campagne pour le developpement de ces partenariats.
Eindustrie devrait etre le souci de tous

Le marche interieur est essentiellement pen;u par les travailleurs camme un espace de concurrence, et non de developpement.

136.

Can~ont a t~te sigue par Arcdor-M ittal et la Federation eun>pfeJme des mCtallurgistes le 2
novcmbre 2009 (disponihle a l'adrcssc hllp://www.eurofound.europa.en/eiro/2009!11/aniclcs/
cu091102!li.lnm).

137. !:accord a'"" signe par le groupe Thales el la F61l-ratiou europeeune des mctallurgistcs enjuin
2009 (dispo11ihle a l'adressc llltp://www.eurof(nuul.europa.eu/<·iro/2009;11/artides/euO!l!I02!li.
huu).
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Or si la politique de concurrence est necessaire, elle peut etre unilaterale si elle n'est pas associee a des politiques industrielles 1:1H. Proteger les
specialisations et les avantages comparatifs de chaque Etat membre est
indispensable, et d'ailleurs chaque Etat vient en aide a '' ses , propres
entreprises. Mais la concurrence excessive entre les Etats et !'absence
de cooperation entre les entreprises vont a l'encontre de !'integration
et de la synergie europeennes. Les Etats membres devront abandonner
la doctrine dangereuse des champions nationaux et s'efforcer de partager un interet europeen conunun.
Depuis 2004, la notion de politique industrielle europeenne n'est plus
taboue. La doctrine precedente de l'Union etait purement" horizontale, (aucune intervention dans les entreprises ou meme les secteurs, sauf
dans des circonstances exceptionnelles). At.Uourd'hui, l'Union adapte
son approche horizontale a des situations sectorielles specifiques. Des
groupes consultatifs sont crees, composes d'acteurs de la vie economique et sociale, d'organismes publics et d'associations, afin de proceder
a un diagnostic commun et d'identifier les points forts et les points
faibles d'un secteur donne. Les propositions des groupes sont soumises
a la Commission puis au Conseil Competitivite. ~echec frequent de ces
initiatives est du a l'incapacite des .Etats membres a sunnonter leurs
differences. En ligne avec les objectifs de la Strategie Europe 2020, il
est essentiel de mettre un terme aux exigences d'unanimite.
Permettre un acces total aux petites et rnoyennes entreprises sur le
marche interieur et pour !'innovation est indispensable. Lionel Stoleru
a fait des propositions pour un Small Business Act, qui interessent

l:lX. Cuersent Olivier," Competition and competitiveness policy, the internal market 111odel and the
external dimension >• (Politiquc de la connnTcJln_· et de la compC1itivitC, le modCic du marchi'

ini(Tieur cl la dimcmion cxlcricurc), in Looking

i(n I he

European hllei-csl

l'iJH£'rCI europ{·cn), Conli·ont.;uions Europe. f:ditions Le Manuscrit, 200H.
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les millions de societes livrees a elles-memes sur le grand marche 1!).
I:ouverture des marches de moyenne et haute technologie et de
!'innovation aux PME, avec des opportunites d'accompagnement et de
partenariat, serait une grande avancee.
Les biens publics europeens sur le manhe

En France, le marche unique est pen;u comme une menace pour les
services publics. En Allemagne, il est pen;u comme une menace pour
!'administration locale des services d'interet general. Aux Pays-Bas,
pays traditionnellement plus liberal, !'opinion publique s'est opposee
a une intervention de la Commission qui remettait en cause les conceptions hollandaises du logement social.
Depuis le Traite de Rome, le cadre juridique europeen est fondamentalement hybride : les Etats membres sont libres de definir les missions
et d'organiser tous les services d'interet general. Toutefois, dans les
situations ou ces services sont consideres comme ,, economiques "• ils
doivent respecter les lois de la concurrence, sauf derogation controlee
par la Commission. La confusion est generale car les services d'interet
general, comme tous les biens publics, repondent aux preferences
collectives tout en possedant une dimension econornique. La Commission se refugie derriere un droit contestable et parfois inapplicable
pour proceder a des arbitrages dont la legitirnite n'est pas toujours
evidente.

139. Rap pori de Liond Swlcru sur le Small Business Au, avril 2008. 'vbir aussi" Rapport sur la 111isc
en <ruvre du SBA ••, document de travail dt•la Conunission, 15 decembre 2009, hup://ec.europa.
cu/ciJicrprise/policics/Sinc/SJnall-ltusincss-acl/.
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Dans les dix dernieres annees, la majorite du Parlement europeen,
dont j'ai ete le rapporteur 110, demande pour Ull nouvel equilibre entre
les forces du marche et les services d'interet general, fonde sur une
legislation. Le Traite de Lisbonne respecte notre souhait : il prevoit
que le legislateur etablisse les principes et conditions necessaires a la
prestation des services d'interet general. Ce qui veut dire que les responsables politiques et non plus la seule Commission doivent assumer
les principes d'arbitrage au niveau de !'Union.
Mais nous ne devons jamais oublier que !'Europe est divisee. De
nombreux pays preferent proteger la liberte nationale et locale
d'administration plutot que de partager des principes et des conditions ! Accepter les deux, la liberte et le partage de biens publics,
voici un enjeu politique majeur pour la Communaute, au creur du
renouveau du marche interieur.
Je ne pense pas qu'il seraitjudicieux de commencer par une loi-cadre,
c'est-a-dire d'emblee des negociations juridiques longues et complexes; il faut d'abord eclairer la diversite des situations des pays, les
comparer, inciter a cooperer, et la legislation sera une dimension d'un
plan d'action politique.

A eel egard, voici nos recouunandations:
- des travaux de nature juridique fondes sur !'article 14 sont IH~ces
saires ; ils doivent prendre en consideration tous les biens publics et
viser a surmonter la distinction entre services economiques et non
economiques ;

140.

Rapporl sur le l.ivre Veri sur les snvires d'inlcrcl general, ~004. (COM(~OO:>) ~70
2003/21 !\2(1 NI))
lnip://w"w.europarl.europa.eiJ/sidcs/gctDoc.do?tHihRcf= -//El'//
TEX I'+ REPOR r+Ni-200:1-04H4+0+ DOC + XML+ \'0//FR
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- une etude comparative des differentes realites nationales et locales
doit etre organisee et mener a !'identification de bonnes pratiques ;
- un compromis positif en faveur de la liberte d'administration regionale et locale, en particulier pour les ,, services sociaux ''• associe au
developpement de la cooperation transfrontaliere, serait fortement
apprecie;
- la diversite des modes operationnels devrait etre soulignee et mise
en valeur;
- la reglementation des reseaux de services d'interet general devrait
etre revisee de maniere a garantir la liberte d'acces a tous et dans de
bonnes conditions ;
des programmes europeens de promotion des serviCes transfrontieres d'interet europeen devraient etre developpes a grande echelle
(notamment pour l'emploi, la formation, la mobilite durable ... ) ;
- !'Union sera responsable de !'organisation et de la regulation
d'infrastructures de services d'interet general europeens (services
ferroviaires pour les marchandises, gazoducs, etc. .. ).
Une Europe sociale necessite de nouvelles politiques de financement

11 est evident que la credibilite de !'Europe sociale, et par consequent
de !'Europe politique, depend de la reforme financiere.
Les nouvelles reglementations au niveau de l'UE et du G20 ont pour
objectif d'eviter de nouvelles crises systemiques. Elles doivent mettre
un terme aux subventions implicites considerables dont beneficient les
institutions financieres et au poids excessif du secteur financier qui
epuise l'economie reelle ; elles doivent egalement etablir la partici-
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pation du secteur financier dans la prise en charge du cout de la crise
economique. Pour cela, de nouvelles regles sont necessaires ; mais il
faut aussi et surtout que les autorites publiques aient la capacite de faire evoluer les structures financieres et leur gouvernement dans un sens
partenarial, en rupture avec la dictature de la " valeur actionnariale >>
et de la rentabilite financiere maximum 111 •
La crise financiere a prouve que les marches sont. court-termistes. ll est
done crucial pour !'Europe de creer un cadre pour la restauration de
l'investissement. a long terme afin de faire face aux immenses besoins
humains et materiels non satisfaits (education, formation, infrastructures, developpement durable ... ).
I..:Union pourrait inciter les Etats a diriger l'epargne du public et les
investisseurs institutionnels vers ces investissements de long terme;
et elle devra fournir un cadre tavorable a la promotion de structures
europeennes specifiques. Suite a !'initiative de la Caisse des Depots
franc;aise, de la Cassa Depositi e Prestiti italienne, de la KfVV allemande
et de la BEl, avec l'Instituto de Credito Oficial espagnol et la PKO
Bank Polski polonaise, un groupe d'investisseurs a long terme a cree le
<< Fonds Marguerite ''· 11 appelle au developpement de u·es nombreux
tonds d'investissement. sectoriels. I..:Union doit reconnaitre que les
investissemeuts longs ne peuvent fournir la rentabilite exigee par les
marches; elle doit done cont.ribuer a leur realisation par l'intennediaire
de garanties et d'incitations.
La plupart du temps, l'investissement a long terme fait appel a des
partenariats public- prive (PPP), dans lesquels la part du financement
prive est principale. Le developpement de PPP necessite un cadre
positif de la Communaute, et les entites locales doivent avoir libre141. La Commission vicrn de puhlicr un l.ivre veri trCs intCJrssanr sur'' le gouv(TIJCIIICIH d'c1Hrcprisc
(fans les CtahlisseJJJcnt.s liJJaru:icrs cl lcs JU>Iitit)HC~ lie r(~riHIJI(·ration ~~. llll()://cc.ettn•J,a.ctJ/itucrnal_markct/omJpa 11)'/lnodcn 1/t:oq )()rat c_governance_ in _lina1 Kial_ in st itul ions_ fr.h 1111
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ment recours aux PPP sans etre freinees par les asymetries en matiere
d'informations et de risques. De nombreux obstacles aux PPP sont
engendres par des regles de marche mal adaptees; aussi celles qui
concernent les marches publics, les procedures d'appels d'offres, ou
les conditions financieres devront etre ameliorees dans le cadre de la
renovation du marche interieur.
Bien sur, les defis de la restructuration et de la revision des finances
publiques retiendront l'auention du public pendant des annees. Les
citoyens de chaque pays demandent protection a leurs gouvernements
respectifs, tandis que ces derniers tentent de durcir la discipline
budgetaire ! La restructuration des depenses publiques nationales est
indispensable. Mais le durcissement des exigences du Pacte de stabilite
et de croissance (PSC) devrait etre accompagne d'incitations. Ainsi les
sanctions prevues a l'encontre des Etats membres defaillants n'ont pas
un role curatif! Par exemple faut-il supprirner des fonds structurels ou
plutot les transformer en outils d'incitations a des reformes structurelies pour !'innovation (<< lisbonniser, ces fonds) ?
11 nous faudra etablir un lien entre le PSC et le budget europeen. Celui-ci devrait etre revalorise, afin qu'au niveau de !'Union, on dispose
d'outils de solidarite et d'impulsion pour une nouvelle croissance 11 ~.
Au cours de la recession, le budget communautaire a ete prive de 5 %
de ses ressources (les contributions des Etats membres etant en gros
proportionnelles au PIB). Contrairement ace que l'on pourrait penser,
promouvoir un budget europeen pourrait aider les Etats membres a
restructurer leurs finances publiques: les contributions nettes des Etats
pourraient etre reduites si parallelement !'Union etait dotee de ressources propres (TVA intra-communautaire, taxe carbone, impot sur
les benefices ... sont plusieurs pistes).

142. Carolc Ulme1~ «Budget comnnmautaire: il est temps de
Europe la Revue n°9l.
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En meme temps il faut etablir la ,, valeur ajoutee , du budget europeen: eliminer les duplications inefficaces de depenses nationales,
etablir des programmes d'impulsion. Des sommes considerables sont
gaspillees dans des domaines tels que la recherche, la defense ou l'aide
au developpement, simplement parce que les programmes nationaux
se font concurrence. Mutualiser ressources et depenses au niveau
de la Communaute serait plus efficace, et un financement europeen
permettrait aux gouvernements nationaux d'economiser de !'argent.
Le budget europeen aurait un eflet multiplicateur sur la croissance
s'il etait utilise pour financer des secteurs dans lesquels le ·n·aite de
Lisbonne accorde de nouvelles competences a !'Union : l'energie, la
recherche, la politique spatiale et !'immigration. La definition des
biens publics europeens ne devra d'ailleurs pas s'arreter a la recherche et a la politique climatique. Elle devrait egalement englober, par
exernple, la formation, la saute publique et la nutrition, !'agriculture
et la cohesion !
Ces defis peuvent etre releves si nous adoptons une vision commune
accompagnee d'unc determination plus forte. C'est une epreuve pour
lcs democraties europeennes. La tache n'incombe pas seulement aux
gouvernemen ts et aux institutions ; elle appelle !'implication des citoyens et I' emergence d'une societe civile europeenne.
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THE SHAKY LEGAL FOUNDATIONS
FOR INSTITUTIONAL ACTION UNDER THE EMPLOYMENT, LISBON
AND EU2020 STRATEGIES
Catherine Barnard*

Abstract: This chapter considers the legal foundations for the EU institutions to act in the context of the Lisbon and EU2020 strategies,
including the EES (the Luxembourg European Employment Strategy).
It begins by examining the formal structure provided by the Treaties
for these processes and the legal basis for the resulting measures, focusing on the social strand of the three strategies. The chapter then
examines the documents resulting from these strategies to see whether
a legal basis is specified and, if so, what. This data is used to conclude
that, outside the context of the EES, there is a remarkable absence of
any express legal basis for particular EU institutions to act. Nevertheless, the European Council has assumed a pre-eminent role, pushing
forward these strategies even in the absence of express competence to
do so. The legitimacy of this mode of decision-making is then conside-
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red, particularly in the light of the changes introduced by the Lisbon
'lreaty.

I. Introduction
The Lisbon Strategy 2000, its precursor the European Employment
Strategy (EES), and Lisbon's replacement, the EU 2020 strategy, form a
(controversial) part of the DNA of the European Union. Much has been
written of the new governance methodologies, and in particular of the
open method of coordination (OMC}, which have been developed in
order to attain these strategies, and their legitimacy (or otherwise}. 11 '1
This contribution considers another aspect of the legitimacy question,
namely the very legal foundations of these strategies. In other words,
what is the legal basis for the EU to act in both drawing up these three
strategies and shaping their future direction? As Armstrong notes, 111
competence concerns manifest themselves at both the systemic levelillustrated by the difliculties encountered in 'constitutionalising' the
OMC in the ill-fated Constitutional Treaty-as well as at a more microlevel, in terms of whether the Treaties provide a solid legal basis for
the substantive evolution of policy-coordination processes. As Section
11 will show, in the field of the EES, the Treaties now provide a more
solid legal foundation for coordination. However, in respect of other

14:~.

* Trini1y College, Cambridge. I am gratdi1l1o Philip Alloll, Alanllashwood and Oke Odudu l<>r

interesting discussions on issue~ raised by this chapter. This paper has abo hccn published in
(2009-1 0) 12 Cambridge Yearbook of European Legal Studies tl>rthmming.
Sec, eg .J Zcillin, P Pochel and L Magnusson, The Open Method of <.oonlinalion in Ac1ion:
The European Employmctll and Social Inclusion Strategies (Brusscb, Presses hatcnmivcr!-iitaircs
Eun,p(Tnnes-Pctcr Lang, 200!l); J Zcitlin, 'Social Europe and Experimentalisl (;overnanrc: ')(:.wards a New ConSiilluional Compmmisc?' in C de Bl1rca (ed), FU Law and the Welfare Stale: In
Search of Solidari1y (Oxf<ml, Oxl(ml Universi1y Pre", ~OO'l); E Szysznak, 'Expcrimcrual Governance: The Open Method ofCoordinaJion' (200G) 12 EIJ 4H6; KAnnslrong and C Kilpalri<-k,
'l.aw, (:m•ernance, or New Covcrnanu·? The Changing Open Method of Coordination' (2007)
I:{ Columbia Jo. E. I. ti49; the c"ays re"1hing lcmn the JCMS symposium on EU Governance
alicr Jjsbon (200H) 4li.JCMS 413; M I kidcnrcich and(; Hischolf, Tht· Opcnmeliwd of Coordination: A Way lo tlw Eumpcanisalion ofSorial and Employmenl Policies' (2008) 46JCMS 497.

144. K AfiiiSirong, 'Coverrrance and Constilntioualism Aher Lisbon' (200H) 4G .JCMS 41 :{.
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aspects of the Lisbon and EU 2020 strategies, a solid legal foundation
is much less apparent. These strategies have been driven forward instead by the European Council, a body that until December 2009 was
not formally recognised as an institution by the 'Ii·eaties, w. albeit that
its coordinating function has been recognised since 1974. 110
It is the legal basis for the institutions to act, rather than the substantive
areas in which those actions are occurring, which is the main concern
of this chapter. The chapter looks at the documents leading up to, and
resulting from, the Lisbon strategy, including the EES, to see whether
a legal basis is specified and if so what (Annex I). It takes as a focus the
social strand of the Lisbon Strategy, namely the modernisation of the
European social model. This process of modernisation includes 'more
and better jobs'. The Luxembourg European Employment Strategy
(EES), launched in November 1997, was called in aid to achieve this
objective. The EU 2020's priorities also include 'inclusive growth' with
the flagship initiative 'An agenda for new skills and jobs' which builds
on the employment dimension of both the Lisbon and EES strategies.
It is these documents that we shall concentrate on.

'lhe data gained from the mapping exercise is used to show that the
techniques employed under these strategies seek 'policy convergence
but by means other than the constitutionalized legislative process' 117

14!i.

For a li1ller

di~n1ssion

of the dilkrcnt c..·apacitics in which the 'I leads of State or

ran a<·l, sec A llashwood, 'Decision-Making a1 1hc Su1n111it' (2000-2001)
14().

~

(;ov<.Tilllll'lll'

CYELS 7!l.

CmllllllllliquV issued hy the Paris slmllnit: 'Recognising the need l(u· au overall approach to
the internal problems iuvol\'cd iu ad1ieving: Europt·an unity and the ext<-'rual prohlcms facing
Europe, the Head~ of Coven m tent nmsider it cssc..·•llial 10 CllSIIIT progTess and overall consistCtll')' in the arti\·itics fo the Comnnmitil'.'i and in the.· work ou political coonliuatiou. The I leads

of( ;ovenllllClll have

tlterdf:•re <leci<lc<lto Jlteet, an_-m11p<ulic<llly tl1e

Minist<-TS of Forci~11 Atrairs,

three time.'i a year and, whenever necessary, in the Council of the Commu11ities and iu the coil-

text of political cooperation'. The SEA I ~JH() spc<-·ilit·d th<-· onuposition of the Europca11 Council
lml 'dcliberaldy ahslaincd linm ddining ils role' (J Pc1erson and M Shacklcloll, Tile lm1i1111iom
oflhc European Union, 2nd cdn (Oxford, Oxli>r<l Univer.,il) PrcS>, 2001i), 45).
147. Armstrong, above 11 15, 41 i.
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(Section Ill). In other words, outside the EES there is no express legal
basis for the EU institutions to act i.e. there is no legal basis either in
the narrow, technical sense of the term (where a '11·eaty provision gives
the EU institutions the power to act on a proposal from the Commission in accordance with, say, the ordinary legislative procedure) nor
in the broader sense of the term (i.e. whether the matter falls in the
scope of EU law at all).
This raises the question as to how policy convergence comes about and
its legitimacy. It will be argued that the European Council has assumed
for itself considerable freedom to act. As a political actor, it has felt
itself, in the past at least, to be largely unconstrained by the constitutional rules limiting the actions of the other institutions. While the entry
into force of the Lisbon Treaty may have changed this, current practice
suggests not. Nevertheless, a continuing disregard for the constitutional limits laid down by EU law may have something important to
say about the changing approach to governance in the EU: perhaps
a shift (back?) from the Classic Community Method (CCM) to greater
intergovernmentalism? This has implications for the balance of power
between institutions and between the EU and the Member States.
The chapter concludes by considering whether the shaky legal foundations of the Lisbon and EU2020 strategies actually matter (Section
IV). If the strategies are launching initiatives which are working, is it
really of concern what their foundations might be? On the other hand,
in a system based on the attribution of powers, expressly articulated
for the first time in the Lisbon Treaty, it might be thought that the
institutions should respect these limits. To an extent, the post-hoc
Treaty amendments have sought to constitutionalise some of the practices which were already occurring. This demonstrates a desire to place
these 'emerging governance techniques on a surer constitutional and
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legal footing', 11 ~ possibly to limit their impact, possibly to facilitate
their development, 14 !1 or, more likely, to render less shaky the legal
foundations of practices that were already taking place.
We begin by examining the formal structure provided by the Treaties
for these processes and the legal basis for the resulting measures (Section Il). In practical terms, we shall focus on the EES, the only policy
area where the Treaties have given express competence to the EU.

11. The Formal Foundations of the Strategies
A. Introduction

Before considering the formal legal basis for the European Employment Strategy provided by the Amsterdam 11·eaty, we shall take a brief
look at the background to what became the Employment Title in the
Treaties. The reason for this is to highlight the significant role played
by the European Council working in tandem with the Commission, a
role that, it will be argued, became the pattern for subsequent cooperation in the context of the Lisbon Strategy. The approach adopted by
the European Council and the Commission prior to the Amsterdam
Treaty was subsequently formalised at Amsterdam. Likewise, the significant leadership role played by the European Council fi·om 2000-20 l 0
was formalised, at least in part, by the Lisbon Treaty.
B. The Essen approach
1. The Background

14H. lhid.
14!l. Ibid.
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By the mid-1990s, the European Union was becoming increasingly
concerned about the high levels of unemployment in Europe, drawing
comparisons with the US where the rate of unemployment was lower
than the European average, and the rate of job creation higher. lw The
Employment Rates Report argued that as many individuals as possible
should have an attachment to the world of work to contribute to, as
well as participate in, an active society, and to enjoy the benefits of
progress and prosperity. T'his was necessary not only for reasons of social cohesion and personal dignity 151 but also for reasons of economic
efficiency.

2. The Process of Policy Formulation
While there was much agreement on the need to increase the employment rate, there was much less agreement as to how to bring it about and
who was to realise this (the Member States, the EU, or both working in
cooperation). According to Rhodes, it was the European Commission,
operating in 'full entrepreneurial mode', which managed to mobilise
a coalition of like-minded social democratic governments in support
of the creation of a common European policy for employment promotion. 1''2 He added 'Attempting to blend the priorities of European
social democrats, Christian democrats and liberals, the tactical aim of

150. F Scharpl; Governing in Europe: Elkctive and Democratic? (Oxl(ml University Press, Oxl(ml,
1999) I \!3. Further details of the Essen approach can be found in C.Barnard, EC Employnrent
l.aw (Oxl<ml, Ox lord University Press, 2006) eh. 3.
I 5 I. This was recognised by the Amsterdam European Council's Resolution on Growth and Employ·
mcm 97/C236/0\!: 'This approach, mu pled with stability based policies, provides the basis for
an ccoJlOIHY founded ou principles ofinchJsio11, solidarity, justice attd a sustainable environment,
and capahk of bene!it ing all its citizens. Economic efficiency and social inclusion are complementary aspects of the more cohesive society that we aH seek.'
152. M Rhodes, 'Employmem Policy: Between Efficacy and Experimentation' in 11 Wallace, MA H>llack and AR Young, 1\Jlicy-Making in the European Union, 6th edn (Oxl(ml, Oxford University
Press, 20 10) \!94.
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this initiative was to strike a new political balance between notions of
solidarity and competitiveness behind the EU's 'social dimension'."'"
The question, then, was how should this be achieved. For example,
should centralised-ie European-level-expenditure be used to stimulate demand, and thus employment, through investments in infrastructure and public works. 1'' 4 While this approach received some
impetus from the Delors' Commission's 1993 White Paper on Growth,
Competitiveness and Employment, 1'"; the Member States refused to
countenance a significant increase in the Commission's budget. However, the importance of this White Paper lay in the policy mix it proposed based on the centralised coordination of employment policies and
its combination of a deregulatory agenda with active labour market
measures.
This policy mix was essentially endorsed by the Essen summit in 1994,
which identified five job creation priorities, 15" including: greater investment in vocational training; an increase in the employment-intensiveness of growth through more flexible organisation of work; a reduction
in non-wage labour costs; and, most importantly, a move from a passive
to an active labour market policy, eliminating disincentives, providing
suitable income support measures and reviewing the eflectiveness of
instruments of labour-market policy. A number of these proposals were
clearly deregulatory in character'" 7; others assumed a more proactive
role for the state and were based on an agenda of restructuring public
expenditure in favour of more active employment market policies (eg
F>:~.

Ibid.

154. C: Bamard and S llcakin, 'A \{·ar ol' Living llangnouslv? EC Sociall'olity Righls, E111ployme111
1\>licy and EMU' WJ!IIl) 2 IRJ European A111111al Review 117.
155. EC Bull Snpp

ti/9~.

l:ili. Bull 12/94.
157. SeeS lkakin and 11 Reed, 'llelween Sociall'olicy and EMU: The New Fmploynlenl Tille ol'lhc

EC '(j·caly' in) Shaw (cd), Soc·ial Law and Polity in an Evolving European U11ion (Oxf<ml, llan
l'uhlishillg, 2000).
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subsidies for training) and the need to strengthen structural policies
objectives relating to those excluded from the labour market (women,
young people and the long term unemployed). 15 H
From a procedural perspective, the approach agreed at Essen was also
of longer-term interest. The European Council laid down a monitoring
procedure under which the Member States were required to report back
on the steps they had taken. A benchmarking exercise was conducted
to promote best practice, focusing on long-term unemployment, youth
unemployment and equal opportunities.

3. The Legal Foundations for the Action by the Institutions
Essen therefore provided the template for the European Employment
Strategy (EES), and the Essen priorities were replicated in what became the EES's employment guidelines. Most significantly, Essen showed
the Member States that it was possible to coordinate their activities at
European level to achieve national objectives of reducing unemployment. For the purposes of this chapter, however, what is remarkable
is that the Commission took the lead in policy-making by suggesting
various possible approaches both in terms of substance as well as in
terms of methods, and these were then followed up by the European
Council in the precursor of what was to become one of the heavier
forms of the Open Methods of Coordination (OMC). The absence of
any formal legal basis for this form of policy-making was also striking.
The Commission, of course, had a role as guardian of the Treaties under what was then Article 155 EEC, subsequently Article 211 EC. It had
the power to 'formulate recommendations or deliver opinions on matters dealt with in this 'Ireaty, if it expressly so provides or if the Com-

158. E Szyszuak. The New l"&radiglll for Social Polic-y: A Virtuous Circle" (2001) 38 CML Rev 1125.
1136.
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mission considers it necessary'. It also had 'its own power of decision
and [must] participate in the shaping of measures taken by the Council
and by the European Parliament in the manner provided for in this
Treaty'. The reference to the Council, and not the European Council,
is instructive. The European Council was not recognised at that stage
as an institution (although it did have a coordinating role under Article
4 EU"';1). However, the Commission's powers were confined to ensuring the 'proper functioning or development of the common market'.
At the time that the Essen documents were being drafted 'a high level
of employment' I m was not actually identified as a task of the European
Economic Community, although the Commission might have thought
that this was implicit in the reference to 'the raising of the standard of
living and quality of life, and economic and social cohesion'.
Some of these specific, competence-related problems were subsequently addressed by Treaty amendment. The Amsterdam Treaty
amended Article 2 EC to give the Community the task of promoting 'a
high level of employment'. Following the Lisbon1i·eaty, the attainment
of'full employment' is now a task of the Union under Article 3 TEU. In
addition, the Commission's powers have now been redrafted in Article
17(1) TEU. It is to 'promote the general interest of the Union and take
appropriate initiatives to that end ... It shall exercise coordinating, executive and management functions, as laid down in the ~lreaties'.These
new powers 'codif[y] the general practice before the Lisbon Treaty'. l<d

159.

rh is is considered hdow.

WO.

Article~

EC as amended by the Ii·etty ofAmstenlallt.

ltil . .J-C !'iris, The l.isholl·!i·eaty: A Legal a11d (\Jiitical A11alysi, (Cambridge, Cambridge Ulli\'lnity
Press. 2010) 2~0. writing in the coillext of !lie amendment of.-;omc of the other provisions on the
( :mumissi011.
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C. The Amsterdam Treaty and the Employment Title
1. The Treaty Foundations
Despite the fact that there had been little evaluation of the success of
the Essen strategy, 1n2 its approach was a defining feature of the new
Employment Title introduced by the Amsterdam Treaty. 1n3 According
to Article 145 TFEU (ex Article 125 EC), the key provision of the new
Title:
Member States and the Union shall, in accordance with the Title, work
towards developing a coordinated strategy for employment and particularly for promoting a skilled, trained and adaptable workforce and
labour markets responsive to economic change with a view to achieving
the objectives defined in Article 3 of the Treaty on European Union. 1G4
Article 146 TFEU (ex Article 126 EC) makes clear that the principal
actors are the Member States. They are required to coordinate their
policies for the promotion of employment (which is to be regarded
as an issue of 'common concern') 165 within the Council, but in a way
consistent with the broad economic guidelines (BEPG) laid down within the framework of EMU. This point is reiterated in Article 148(2)
TFEU. Thus, the 1reaties appear to mandate the supremacy of the BEPGs over employment policy, a view which is supported by the harder

162. P 1\>ehct, 'The New Employment Chapter of the Amsterdam Ii:eaty" (19!l!l) llJESP '271, 275.
This >lTtion draws on C.l\antanl, EC Employment Law (Oxflml, Oxhml University Press, '200(i)
eh.:~.

163. See also M Biagi. The hnplememation of the Amsterdam 'lreatv with Regard to Employment:
Coordination or Convergence?' (1998) 14 I[CLLIR 3'25.
lti4. Emphasis added.
165. Anide 141i(2) TFEU (ex Article 126(2) EC). Sciarra notes the parallel track of co-ordination
and co-operation in the Employment Title: S Sciarra, The Employmelll Title in the Amsterdam
'll"eaty: A Multilan{,'l.tagc Legal Discourse' in [) O'Kceffe and P 'lwomey (eds), Legal Issues of the
Amsterdam 'lh:.uy (Ox((ml, Hart Publishing, '2009).
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sanctions available for failure to comply with the chapter on Economic
Policy. 1Gn
In terms of process, each year the Council and Commission are to make
a joint report on employment in the Union.H' 7 This is then considered
at a European Council meeting which draws up its conclusions. "'H On
the basis of these conclusions, the Council, acting by qualified majority
on a proposal from the Commission (after consulting the European
Parliamem, the Economic and Social Committee, the Committee of
the Regions and the Employment Committee (EMCO)), draws up employment guidelines-guidelines consistent with the broad economic
guidelines issued in relation to EMU 1"''-which the Member States
'shall take into account in their employment policies' . 170 This process
recognizes that the European Council is not a legislator; rather, its decisions are political. 171 Decisions requiring legal effect- the adoption
of the guidelines-must follow traditional CCM procedures. 17 ~
Once the employment guidelines for a given year are adopted, Article
148(3) TFEU (ex Article 128{3) EC) requires each Member State to
make an annual report to the Council and the Commission on 'the
principal measures taken to implement its employment policy in the
light of the guidelines for employment'-the so-called National Action

lliti. SecS Ball, The Europcau Eu•ploymcnl Slratcgy: "I he \\'ill but Not the Way?' (20!}1) :10

IIJ :H:1,

3()0, all hough she notes that the Cologne and suhscc{IICIII Enropca11 Councils have slrcsscd the

cqual important·e of both asperls or Ell law and polity.
lli7. Article 14S(4) TFFU (ex Anide 12S(4) EC).
!liS. Art idc liS( I) TFHI (ex Art idc 12K( I) EC).
l!i9. Artidc 121 TFEU (ex Anidc 99 EC).
170. Article 14S(2)TFFU (cxAnidc 12S(2) EC).
171. Jbcrsou aud Sharkletou, above

11

17, il5.

172. N Nngcnt, The (~onTlllllClll and Polilics of lilt_' El1ropca11 Union, ()ll1cdn (Basing,-.;tokc, Palgra\·c

Macmillau, 200ti) 2:1ti.
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Plans (NAPs), 17 " renamed in 2005 as National Reform Programmes
(NRPs). ·n1ese reports are considered by EMCO as part of a process of
mutual surveillance and peer review. EMCO then reports to the Council, which examines the employment policies of the Member States in
the light of the guidelines on employment. The Council (EPSCO-the
Employment, Social Mfairs, Health and Consumer Affairs Council,
now ESPHCA) and Commission then submit a joint report to the European Council 171 on how far the guidelines have been implemented. 175
'Ibe annual process then starts again.
When making its examination of the NAPs/NRPs, the Council may, acting by qualified majority on a recommendation from the Commission,
'make recommendations to Member States'. 176 This recommendation
procedure is the main innovation in the Employment Title: if the
employment guidelines are not being observed by a Member State, a
recommendation can be issued which is, in effect, a warning for failure
to comply with the guidelines. 177 A similar procedure can be found
in monitoring the compliance with EMU. However, under EMU, a
Member State which fails to observe warnings issued by the Council
in relation to excessive levels of national debt and excessive budget
deficits may be subject to a fine 17 H; under the Employment Title the

173. Communication from the (:ommission 'From Cuidelincs to Acti011: cl he National Action Plans

l<>r Employment', COM(98) :qo, E Szyszczak, The Evolving European bnploymenl Stratq,>y'
in .J Shaw (eel), Social Law and 1\>licy in an Evolving European Union (Oxl<ml, Hart Publishing, ~WOO); J Kenner, 'The EC Employment Title and the 'Third Way: Making Soli Law Work?'
(1999) l!l lJCLLIR '1'1; S Sciarra, 'Integration through Coordination: the EmJ>loymcnt Title in
the Amsterdam 'h·eaty' (2000) ti Columbia Journal of European Law 209.

174. The report is drafted hy the Commission and is then modified am]/ or endorsed hy FSPIIC:A.
175. Article 148(5) TFEU (ex Article 128(5) EC). The first joint Employment Report can be f(mnd
at
< lnt p://www.curopa.etLint/comm/cmployntent _social/cm ploytucut_ sL ratcgy/rcport_I998/
jcr!JH_cn.pdf> accc"ni19.July 2010.
17!i. Article 148(4)TFEU (ex Article 12R(4) EC).
I 77. See Ilea kin and Reed, above n 2H. The first recommendations were issued in 2000: Council
Recommendation 2000/164/EC (0] 2000 L52/32).
J7H. Article 126(1) TFEU (ex Article 104(1) EC).
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recommendation is without sanction. This recommendation process is
supposed to form part of the 'naming and shaming' process. These
NRPs are subsequently 'peer reviewed' in the 'Cambridge' processa closed two-day meeting of the Employment Committee. The peer
review is followed by bilateral meetings between representatives of
government and the Commission. 170
Not only can the Council issue recommendations, it can also act to
'adopt incentive measures designed to encourage co-operation between
Member States and to support their action in the field of employment
through initiatives aimed at developing exchanges of information and
best practices, providing comparative analysis and advice as well as
promoting innovative approaches and evaluating experiences, in particular by recourse to pilot projects' (Article 149 TFEU (ex Article 129
EC)). However, these limited measures 'shall not include harmonisation of the laws and regulations of the Member States'.
2. Observations

For the purposes of this chapter, three observations can be made about
the Employment Title. First, it formalised, and thus legitimised a
process which had already begun to take shape at Essen. This was all
the more important given that the EU was stepping into a sensitive
national domain (employment). Second, the Amsterdam Treaty gave a
firmer foundation to the (at the time) 'unorthodox' method deployed
(OMC) and a 'heavy-duty' 1 ~ 0 version of OMC at that since it was backed
up by (soft law) sanctions. The Employment Title also provided a legal
179. M Rhodes, "Employment l'olicv: Between Ellitacy and Experimentation' in Wallacc, Wallacc and
lbllack (eds), l'oli<y-making in the Fumpcan Union (Oxhml, Ox((ml University Press. 20Wi)
295.
I HO. Or, to use lite ILTillinolohry of Belgian minister Frank Vaudcnhrouckc, open coordination is not

some kind of '(ixcd recipe' thal can he applied to whichever issue hut is instead ·a kind of tuok-

hook that contains various recipes, lighter and !wavier ones': cited in J Zcitlin, 'Introduction:
The Open Method of Coordination iu Quest ion' in.J Zeitliu and I' HKhet with Magnussou (eds),
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basis for the subsequent employment guidelines adopted annually by
the Council of Ministers. :For the first two years, these took the form
of soft law resolutions (see Annex I below). 1H1 Subsequently, they were
adopted as Decisions, probably reflecting the fact that a CCM method
is prescribed in Article 148(2). These are the only hard law measures
adopted under the EES. Most of the measures are soft law: particularly
reports and recommendations. 1 R~ Thirdly, the European Commission
and the European Council, working in tandem, play a leading role.

D. The Lisbon Strategy
The Luxembourg EES, together with the various economic strategies,
were reviewed at the end of 1999. This review led to a more fun dam ental new agenda: the Lisbon strategy. On 23-24 March 2000 the European Council held a special meeting in Lisbon to agree a 'new strategic
goal' for the Union in order to 'strengthen employment, economic
reform and social cohesion as part of a knowledge-based economy' . 1H:>
This strategic goal was for the Union to become 'the most competitive and dynamic knowledge based economy in the world, capable of
sustainable economic growth with more and better jobs and greater
social cohesion' . 1H4 The strategy aimed at ( 1) preparing the transition
to a knowledge-based economy, (2) sustaining the healthy economic
outlook and favourable growth prospects by applying an appropriate

The Opeu Method of Coordiuatiuu in Action: The European Employment and Social Inclusion
Strategies' (Bmsscls, PIE-Peter Laug, 2005).
I HI. The use of 'Resohuions', at least in the first year, rcflcns the fact that the Amsterdam ·neaty,
which introduced the Employ m cm Title, was not yet in fon·e.
182. See cg I. Scnden, Soft Law in European Community Law: Its Relationship to Legislation (Oxf()f(l, Ilart Publishing, 2004); B de Wine, 'Legal Instnunents and Law-Making in the Lisbon
'liraty' in S (;rillcr and .J Ziller, The Lisbon 'lreaty: FU Constitutionalism without a ConstitHtional 'treaty (Vimna, Sprnger-Vcrlag, 200R).
183. Lisbon Presidency Conclusions,
IIH. !bid, para 5.
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macro-economic policy mix, and, most importantly for our purposes,
(3) modernising the European Social Model.'H'•
The Lisbon strategy identified four elements to this process of modernisation including more jobs and better quality jobs. In order to
achieve this, the Lisbon strategy looked to the Luxembourg process,
as amended by the mid-term review, IHt> to give substance to this goal.
However, it recognized that the Luxembourg process needed to be
better targeted. The heads of state therefore agreed at Lisbon to set
employment rate targets for what would amount to 'tull employment',
something they had not managed at Luxembourg. 187 The targets were
ambitious: of 'raising the employment rate from an average of 61%
today to as close as possible to 70% by 2010 and to increase the number of women in employment from an average of 51% today to more
than 60% by 20 l 0'. 18HAn additional target was added by the Stockholm
European Council, namely increasing the average EU employment
rate among older men and women (55-64) to 50 per cent by 2010. 1H9
Principal among the means of achieving these targets while at the same
time guaranteeing better quality jobs was the 'tlexicurity' agenda. 190
Underpinning this idea is the aim is to create a 'labour market which is
fairer, more responsive and inclusive, and which contributes to making
Europe more competitive' . 1!11 As the Commission explains in its 2007

IH5. Ibid.
I H(i. Sec Harcclona European Coum il, 15-Hi Marrh 2002, para 30.

IH7. c:r<:ommissiou {:ollllliUllicalion, 'Pn,JH>sal f(lr (;uiddincs for lliClllhcr States Employmenl. Policies l99H', COM(97) 497. Scnion I where the Conuui~sion proposed a taq..{l'l of increasing t.hc
cn1ploymcnl rale hum 60.4'if lo G!i'if I hereby lTCaling a1 kaSI 12 million ucwjobs.
I HH. I hid, para :~0. lntcnncdiate largcts were also set: of67rA overall at HI rl7(h for women: Stockholm
Ellmp<·<nl Council, 2:{ and 24 March 200 I, para \l.

I H\l. Ibid., para \l.
190. Sec more generally J.Kcuncr, "New Frolllicrs iu Ell Labour Law: From Fkxicurity 10 Fkx-sccurily' in S.Cmric and M.Dongan (cds), Hhy Years of' the ·lrcaly of Rome (Oxl(ml. I Ian Publishing,
2009).
191. Commission (~rccu
COM(2006)70H, 4.

papct~
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Paper, Towards Common Principles ofFlexicurity: More and better jobs
through flexibility and security, 1\12 'Flexicurity promotes a combination
of flexible labour markets and adequate security'. It says flexicurity
is not about deregulation, giving employers freedom to dissolve their
responsibilities towards the employee and to give them little security.
Instead, flexicurity is about bringing people into good jobs and developing their talents. Employers have to improve their work organization
to offer jobs with future. They need to invest in their workers' skills.
The Commission calls this 'internal flexicurity'. However, the Commission also recognises that keeping the same job is not always possible.
'External flexicurity' attempts to offer safe moves for workers from one
job into another, and good benefits to cover the time span, if needed.

E. EU2020
1. What it does
The Lisbon Strategy was revised in 2005 and replaced by EU2020 in
June 2010. The EU2020 Strategy had to respond to the economic
crisis starting in the Autumn of 2008. This crisis revealed the extravagance of the targets prescribed by the Lisbon Strategy: Europe is
far from being the most dynamic knowledge-based economy in the
world in 2010. The crisis wiped out any gains in economic growth and
job creation which had occurred over the previous decade-GDP fell
by 4% in 2009, industrial production dropped back to the levels of
the 1990s, and 23 million people ( 10% of the active population) were
unemployed. Public finances have also been severely affected, with
deficits at 7% ofGDP on average and debt levels at over 80% ofGDP. 1\1:1

192. COM(2007)3:>9, .<;.

193.

Commission Communication, Europe
COM(2010) 2020, !\.

~rowlh,
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Does that mean that the Lisbon strategy was a failure? l!H Certainly,
many of the criticisms of the Lisbon strategy proved justified: the goals
were too ambitious, there were too many targets, the Commission had
no real powers to use against defaulting states, there was a lack of commitment by a number of states to the strategy, many of which saw it as a
bureaucratic exercise which had little effect on their day-to-day govermncnt, and, at a time of the largest expansion of the European Union
and major Treaty reform, insufficient attention was paid to realising
the Lisbon strategy and communicating and promoting its benefits.
On the other hand, the shift in emphasis identified by the Lisbon strategy in fact has marked a more permanent and fundamental change in
the EU's approach to workers: workers arc no longer seen as (passive)
beneficiaries of social rights. Instead they are seen as having to take
(active) responsibility for updating thei! skills and making themselves
employable.
The modernization agenda made concrete by the Lisbon strategy fed
directly into the less ambitious Europe 2020 programme adopted in
March 2010. It also puts forward three mutually reinforcing priorities:
(l) Smart growth: developing an economy based on knowledge and
innovation.
(2) Sustainable growth: promoting a more resource efficient, greener
and more competitive economy.
(3) Inclusive growth: fostering a high-employment economy delivering social and territorial cohesion.

1!14.

!he Swedish prime minister, Frcderick Reinkldt. is reponed as having retognised thi" EurActil, 'Sweden admits Lisbon Agenda .. failure'", 3 June 2009, available al <hnp://www.curacliv.
mm/ell/priorities/swedcn-admiiS-Iisholl-agcuda-li•ilmc/anick-1 H27!l7 > acn·sscd I !l.July 20 I 0.
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The 'inclusive growth' priority is the direct descendant of the third limb
of the Lisbon Strategy of 'modernising the European social model' and
the active labour market policies it envisaged. So, the Commission says
that 'Inclusive growth means empowering people through high levels
of employment, investing in skills, fighting poverty and modernising
labour markets, training and social protection systems' to help people
anticipate and manage change, and build a cohesive society. w5 It continues that 'Implementing tlexicurity principles and enabling people to
acquire new skills lO adapt to new conditions and potential career shifts
will be key'. 'Further, in a reference to the principles underpinning its
2007 196 and 2008 Social Agenda communications, 107 the Commission
says that inclusive growth is also about 'ensuring access and opportunities for all throughout the lifecycle' . 1 v~
The 2020 documenl proposes a more limited (but still ambitious) set
of targets than the Lisbon Strategy. These EU targets, which have to be
translated imo individualized national targets and trajectories, include
75% of the population aged 20-64 lO be employed; 3% of the EU's
GDP to be invested in R&D; and the share of early schoolleavers to be
under 10%. These targets are interrelated. As the Commission notes,
better educational levels help employability and progress in increasing
the employment rate helps to reduce poverty. A greater capacity for
research and development as well as innovation across all sectors of the
economy, combined with increased resource efficiency, will improve
competitiveness and foster job creation.

l!l5. COM(2010) 2020, 16.
l96.

()pportunities, access and solidarity: towards a new soLial vision for ~I si ccnlllry l·~uropc,

COM(2007) 72h.
1!!7. Renewed Social Agenda: Opportunities, Access and Solidarity, COM(2008) 412.
!98. Ibid.
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Ill. The Approach adopted in the Strategies
What measures and documents have, then, resulted from the Luxembourg EES, the Lisbon Strategy and EU 2020? The key ones have already been referred to in Section 11. However, Annex I attempts to map
the main documents and instruments which have resulted from these
processes. They have been recorded in a chronological table which also
identifies the main actors, the legal basis of the measure, if any, a brief
summary of the content of the measure, and any other observations.
1his mapping process enables the following observations to be made.

A. Significant leadership provided by the European Council
It has long been observed that the Lisbon and EES strategies have
benefitted from much intergovernmental input. This is borne out by
the chronological survey. The key points in the evolution of the Lisbon
and Luxembourg strategies have been signposted by the European
Council's 'Presidency Conclusions'. This raises the question of the
legitimacy of the European Council. Article 4 EU provided that 'The
European Council shall provide the Union with the necessary impetus
for its development and shall define the general political guidelines
thereof'. This emphasises that the role of the European Council is 'essentially a political one', I!I!J a view confirmed in the Lisbon Presidency
Conclusions of March 2000, which said that the European Council is to
take a 'pre-eminent guiding and coordinating role to ensure overall coherence', in particular through an additional meeting of the European
Council, taking place in the Spring, concerned solely with economic
and social questions.~00

199. AArnullel al. \l'yall and llashwood's Europeau Union Law, !'Hh edn (London, SwtTI & Maxwdl,
~OO!l) 31. See al"> .I Wens, The European Council (fohn llarper l'uhlishin!{, 200H).
~00.

Preliminary Conclusions,

paras:~:>

and

~n.
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The European Council thus sees itself as the pre-eminent body of the
EU, even though it did not acquire the status of an institution until
the Lisbon "Ireaty.~ 01 This was, perhaps, inevitable. Absent a body taking a leadership role, albeit at the risk of upsetting the constitutional
balance between institutions, there would be a risk that the EU would
stagnate. The question, then, is what powers does the European Council have to act? Is it confined to acting in the areas already identified as
falling within the scope of EU law or can its remit extend further? As
the chronology set out in Annex I shows, there is no evidence of any
legal basis (in either the narrow or broad sense) being stated for the
European Council's actions.
On one view, the European Council is an intergovernmental, political
body operating outside the sphere of the EU 'constitution'. According
to this perspective, the absence of any legal basis for the European
Council to act is unremarkable: the Member States retain their sovereign powers and are exercising them through the European Council
formation. In other words, if (when) the European Council is a 'gettogether of top-people' from the Member States, it does not need to
comply with the formalities and limits laid down by European Union
law since it is essentially an intergovernmental meeting.
This flexibility and fluidity found in this approach is recognized by
Peterson and Shackleton:
... viewing the European Council as a locus of power helps explain its
ambivalence in institutional terms. Without the Constitutional ll·eaty
its powers, procedures, and decision-making are not determined by
legal texts. It deals with whatever problem it wants to deal with, in the
manner it judges most appropriate. Nowhere is its role clearly defined,
yet that role is fundamental to the life of the Union. It can live with

201. Art. 13 TEU.
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that ambivalence because it is bent on the exercise of the power de
facto and not on legally-binding decision-making. 20 ~
They do, however, note the paradox that for the first twelve years of its
existence ( 1974-1986 ), the European Council met, and exercised significant powei~ without any legal basis in the 1reaties. "ll1ey continue 'In
a highly structured legal system, such as the [Union], this was indeed a
strange phenomenon'. ~w
If, on the other hand, the European Council is seen as operating as the
'European Council', an institution of the Union under Article 13 TEU,
it will be subject to the principle of conferral laid down in Article 5(1)
TEU and so must confine its activities to the subject areas recognised
as falling within the scope of EU rlreaties. Furthermore, it needs to
justifY its action with reference to some legal basis in the Treaties. As
the role of the European Council has been formalised with each Treaty
amendment-culminating in its recognition as an EU institution with
a full-time chair and its own rules of procedure~ 114 -this latter view
seems to be the better one. There is, of course, nothing to prevent
the heads of European states getting together to discuss matters of
common concern where they will not be tied by obligations under EU
law.~ 05 However, when they meet as the 'European Council' both in
the areas specified by the Treaties, such as under Article 148(1) TFEU
considering the employment situation in the Union, and in other areas
where they put out Conclusions in the name of the European Council,
the European Council must respect the requirements and limitations
202.

Pclcrson and Shackk10n, above n 17, 47.

20:1. l'clcr"lll and Shackkton, above n 17,4:1.

204. Sec Anidcs 2:15-G TFEU and EU Councillkc 2009/ilil2/EU, OJ 200\) l.:ll!>/!>1. Earlier mlcs
li:>r the orgauisation ofth<· proceeding~ of the European <:ouncil can be l<mnd in Allllt-'X I of the
Seville Europcau Councill'rcsidcncy Conclusions, 21-22 June 2002.

20!\. Sec also llashwood, above n lli. 10:1 ' ... 1il<:re is no aclnal need f(>r express [I leads of State or
(;ovcrnlllCIIt] allrihution. Tile European Council is free to discuss any matter it chooses. at any
level of generality or panimlarity'.
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of EU law. Thus, the greater the formalization of the position of the
European Council through Treaty amendment-in the interests of
transparency-the less flexibility there is for the European Council to
act.
Yet, if the modern view is correct, why does the European Council continue to disregard the standard legal formalities associated with action
by an EU institution? There are four possible explanations for this.
First, practice has not caught up with the increasing formalisation of
the role of the European Council. As Peterson and Shackleton note,
'The European Council has always attached the highest importance to
the informality of its meetings'. 206 Requirements to specifY any legal
foundations of particular activities, especially political activities, interfere with such informality. Secondly, the European Council is a body
comprised of politicians-heads of state-who in their national capacities are 'ultimate decision-takers'. Again, as Peterson and Shackleton
put it, 'Collectively they consider themselves, in the European context,
as having a similar task. Essentially, they come together to take decisions, and expect those decisions to be respected.' 207 Thirdly, if those
politicians consider that they are taking political, as opposed to legal,
decisions then the need to subject those decisions to legal formalities
probably seems to them to be unnecessary.
Fourthly, there is an absence of effective sanctions or other control mechanisms over the European Council. While, following amendments
introduced by the Lisbon Treaty, the Court of Justice has jurisdiction
over acts of the European Council 'intended to produce legal effects
vis-a-vis third parties', ~oH it will not have jurisdiction over the Euro-

2Uli. l'eterson and Shacklcton, above n 17, 47.
207. l'cterson and Shacklc10n, above n 17, 45. See also Dashwood, above n lti: ' ... a dearly frame<!
s~t of instructions is SUIT to be nnnplled with hy t.hc institutions wiLit fOrmal legal powers'.
20H. Article 26;1( I) '!'FEU. llowcver, as !'hi lip Alloll notes, the l.isbonjudgmcnl of I he Ccrman Federal CoJlstitlllional Court sccnLs to suggest that the European Count:il would he slllUc(:l to the
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pean Council's more general functions. Furthermore, control by the
other EU institutions is also weak. The European Parliament appears
to wield little influence over the European Council, albeit that the
President of the European Parliament addresses the opening sessions
of summits to inform heads of state or governments (HSG) of the European Parliament's thinking.~ 0 ! 1 Accountability of HSGs to national
parliaments is also feeble.
Taken together these reasons help to explain why the European Council continues to do as it always did and legal requirements remain
overlooked.
B. The Influential Role of the Commission
The pre-eminence of the European Council has come at the expense of
the other institutions. For the Commission, soft coordination has not
necessarily been a good thing: it has reinforced its think-tank role, at
the expense of its role in hard policy, and this makes the Commission
look weaker than the other institutions.~ 10 On the other hand, much of
the thinking and the creativity has come from the Commission. Its role
in shaping OMC, proposing the amendments to the Lisbon strategy,
drafting the integrated guidelines, may have been overlooked. In particular, the June 20 l 0 European Council Conclusions on EU 2020 are
a carbon copy of the Commission's proposals of March 20 l 0.
The Commission has also been influential in developing related policies. Take for example, the 'flexicurity' agenda. After two calls by
the European Council for a communication on flexicurity (Spring
and June European Councils 2007), the Commission delivered its
jurisdioiou or 1ha1 cour1 even in respeo or !hose liuKiions, wi1h 1he possihili1y 1ha1 1he Federal
Constitutional Court might find that the European Council had cxccc(lcd its liauits.
209. N ugenl, ahovt·

11 4~. 2~H.

210. Discussion with Commissiou official.
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influential 2007 Communication, 211 which was then approved by the
Employment Affairs Council. Flexicurity still features in the EU2020
agenda. The Commission has also played an important role in offering
various visions for a social agenda for the EU. Its social policy agenda
of July 2000, based on the Lisbon strategy and the Commission's programme of action announced to the European Parliament, saw social
policy as an input into growth. This was reflected in the European
Council's conclusions at Nice in December 2000. The Commission's
Renewed Social Agenda of 2007 and 2008 mooted third way and capabilities thinking (helping individuals to help themselves). 212 While this
experimentation has left less of an indelible mark, perhaps thwarted
by the financial crisis of 2008, it does show the Commission's role in
generating ideas. However, as discussed above, 213 prior to the Lisbon
Treaty amendments, the formal legal basis on which the Commission
could act were far from clear.

C. The Lack of Visibility of the European Parliament
While the Commission has enjoyed some influence, the European
Parliament and national parliaments have been almost invisible. 214
According to Article 148(2) TFEU the European Parliament is to be
consulted in the drawing up of the employment guidelines (although
it is not involved in any other OMC process) but experience over the
first five years of the EES showed that its role was marginal, in part
due to the lack of time in the EES timetable for it to prepare its opinion. m This was addressed, at least in part, by the 2005 reforms. The

21 I. Sec above n. '>0.
212. C. Barnard, 'Solidarity and the Commission's 'Renewed Social Agenda' in M. Ross and Y. Borgmann-Prchil. Promoting Solidarity in1he European Union, (Oxl(m!, OUl~ 20 10)

n.

21'\. St·e Jl1Ll7-IH above.
214. Sec also Rhodes, above n 23, 299.
21r'>. "I he 200:1 rcl(mns have helped
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European Parliament did establish a website on the Lisbon strategy,~Hi
which largely played a cheer-leader role for the strategy, albeit that it
did admit:
Many of the measures agreed at Lisbon were not legislative but intergovernmental, based on coordination and benchmarking among
Member States, with the Commission and European Parliament in a
bystanders' role.
Perhaps most telling was the frank admission 'A more effective form of
governance in the employment and social area than the open method
of coordination, which failed to achieve some of its aims, is needed
for the years to come' and that the Council and the Commission must
'involve Parliament fully in drawing up objectives, targets and indicators for the new economic and employment strategy, and also to give
Parliament access to documents, meetings, and work on monitoring
and reviewing progress·.m
The Lisbon Treaty has not changed this. Despite the generalising of
the ordinary legislative procedure by the Lisbon Treaty, this has not
been extended to Article 148 TFEU, the legal basis for adopting the
employment guidelines. The involvement of the Social Partners was
hoped to till this legitimacy gap but the commitment on paper to the
participation of the Social Partners has often not manifested itself in
practice. This has led some commentators to suggest that, on the one
hand, the involvement of such a wide range of actors has actually blurred responsibility for economic and social policy, and, on the other,
the absence of effective involvement by the social partners, the lack
of involvement the European Parliament and the absence of judicial
21 li. Available a1 <hll p://www.europarl.cun>pa.cu/sides/~;e<llot·.<lo?lype= IM-l'RESS&rekrciKt'= 200
70202BK(:02GH2&lall!;llaJ;e=EN#tiliel > a<n·ssed 19July 2010.
217.

Availahk at <illlp://www.europarl.europa.eu/uews/exp<'n/illli>t>rt·ss_page/IHH-7'F>22-ll li-04IH-90/l-20 I 00421iii'R7;{4H2-2ti-04-20 I 0-20 I 0-lillst·/delaull_<'ll.hllll > atn's>t·d I !l .July 2010.
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review, has meant that the EES and Lisbon strategies far from being
open, heterarchical and deliberative, are more closed, elitist and less
democratic than the classic Community methods.~ 18

D. Limited Role of Hard Law
In the light of the above observations, it is perhaps not surprising that
the documents that have resulted from these processes have not produced much 'hard law'. The Council's Decisions on the employment
guidelines are the only traditional hard law form, adopted (after the
first two years) via the CCM with an appropriate legal basis. Otherwise,
the processes are characterised by a range of soft law instruments not
recognised by Article 288 TFEU (ex Article 249 EC) such as European
Council Presidency Conclusions, Resolutions and Commission policy
documents. In addition, as we have already seen, the EES expressly
envisages a role for recommendations 2111 as a sanction against poorly
performing Member States. 220 However, unlike soft law adopted under
the CCM-such as the recommendation on sexual harassment, which
is subject to judicial interpretation 221 and, once hardened into hard
law, judicial enforceability-the soft law of the EES derives its regula-

218. I' Syrpis, 'Legi1in1ising Europcau (;ovnnancc: "laking Subsidiarity Seriously within the OMC',
EUJ Working Papers, Law 2002/JO. See the calls in the Hual reporl of Working Group XI on
Social Europe. CONY 51 u/ 1/0~. para 44. for the 'incorporation of1he open method of coordination in the Treaty [whi(:hj would improve its transparency and democratic character, and clarify
its procedure hy desig11aLing the actors and their respcrtive roles'.
219.

See, cg Council RenHmnnnlatiou of 14- Oct. ~004 on the implementation of Member States'

c1nploymcnl policies 2004/741/EC, O.J 20041.326/47.

220. Article 148(4) !FEU (ex Article 128(4) EC).
221. See Case ~22/88 (;rimaldi v Fonds des Maladies Prokssionnclles [I!JH!l] ECR 4407 wl1ere 1he
Court of Just ice said in the colllext of a Recommendation on compensation f()r persons with
occupational diseases, that national courts were bound to take Reconunendations into account
in order to decide disputes bdc>rc them, in partiutlar where they clarifY the imcrpretation of
national rules adopted in order to implement them or when they arc designed to suppkment
binding Union measures.
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tory strength from government powers or capacities.~~~ As Kilpatrick
puts it, OMC does not constitute a hard law opportunity manque; rather, soft law in this regard is shorthand for 'different from law (in its
classical conception)', not 'less than law·.~~:~
Nevertheless, this heavy reliance on various forms of soft law absolves
the EU fromjumping through the traditional hurdles required by the
traditional legislative methods adopted under CCM (an identifiable
formal legal basis for a proposed measure, the involvement of the European Parliament, etc). This leads to a vicious-or virtuous--cycle:
the absence of formal measures means there is less need for formal
structures. The more informal the structure, the less need there is for
formal checks and balances-in particulat~ the less need there is for
formal measures which are subject to the traditional vehicles of contra I, in particular judicial review.

E. Justification by Bootstrapping
Because of the absence of hard law, the traditional legal mechanisms to
guarantee the legality of a measure-such as the need for a legal basis
to ensure that the decision-maker has competence to act-become
at one level less pressing. On the other hand, given the amorphous
nature of the EES and the Lisbon and EU2020 strategies and their
potential Lo invade areas of sensitive national sovereignty, it could be
argued that there is an even greater need for justification for EU-Ievel
action. This brings us to our fifth obseiTation. The justification for
some action is derived from other EU instruments. So, for example,
the basis for the Council Resolution of 1998 was the conclusions of
the extraordinary European Council meeting on Employment of 20
222. S Borr{ts and KJarobssou, 'The opt.'nmclhod ofcoonlinalion and new gnvernaucc paltcrns i11
the EU' (~004) 11 .JEPI' 18:;, l!l!l and 1\J!I.
~~3.

'New EU Employmelll Covcmancc and CmlStitutionalism' in (; llc lknca and .J Smll (cds), Law
aUt] New (;ovcmancc in 1he EU a11d doe US (Oxl(ml, llan Publishing, 20(Ji)).
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and 21 November 1997. The justification for the Commission's scoreboard was the Nice European Council conclusions. The basis for the
EU2020 strategy was the October 2009 European Council conclusions.
This is justification by bootstrapping. It means that the foundations
for further Union action for these demanding programmes is built on
already shaky foundations.

IV. Conclusions
But do the shaky foundations for action actually matter? If the EU is
able to deliver on the promise offered by these documents and put
into practice the policies that they espouse, then what is there to worry
about. If there are lingering concerns about legitimacy then these can
be overcome by the role of the Member States in the European Council. Yet, this argument is weakened by the fact that review by national
political processes is already attenuated. The argument is further undermined by the introduction by the Lisbon 'Treaty of a President of the
European Council (Mr Van Rompuy) who already wields considerable
power and influence.~~ 4
More fundamentally, the output legitimacy argument is undermined
by the general perception that the Lisbon Strategy has been a failure.
Even it had been a success a continued disregard of any formal legal
basis would jeopardise one of the proclaimed successes of the Lisbon
Treaty, namely the creation of a catalogue of competences for the EU.
There is a further paradox here: as the Treaties move towards supporting greater use of the CCM, practice suggests a move towards greater

224. !lis role is defined only cursorily by Article 15(6) TEU: 'The Presidem of the European Council:

shall chair it. and drive fC:nward its work;
shall ensure the preparation and continuity of the work of the European Council in cooperation with

the President of the Commission ....
shall endeavour to facilitate cohesion and consensus within the European Council;
shall present a report to the European Parliament afler each of the meetings oft he European Council.
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intergovernmentalism. It is this intergovemmentalisl methodology
that the European Parliament, at least, attributes to the failure of the
Lisbon Strategy. Guy Verhofstedt, leader of the Liberal group in the
European Parliament and former Belgian prime minister noted:
The Lisbon Strategy, started in 2000, was based on intergovernmental
cooperation. The intergovernmental method, based on best practices
and peer review, is the complete failure of this strategy ... If we continue like that, we shall talk again in ten years about Europe 2030, but
we shall also see the failure of the 'Europe 2020' strategy if we continue
with this loose intergovernmental approach.~~:.
Even if EU2020 does delivet~ the methodology nevertheless reinforces
concerns that with the tentacles of EU entering into sensitive areas
of national sovereignty, unaccountable EU institutions are requiring
major shifts in national policy-making. Practice, even following the
adoption of the Lisbon ii·eaty, has failed to address these concerns.

~~!""l.

'Parliament threatens to hlock ''Europe 20~0" plan', curactiv, 7 June ~()]0, available at< hllp://
14 >
ac-

\oV\VW.cLt ract iY.nHH/cti/Jll'il 1ri 1ics/1 ibcrals-t ltn~at ctt-hhKk-cltt·O)lC- ~0~0-j)latl-ttcws-4940

cc"cd I !I July 20 I 0.
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Annex I

15 Dec 1997

F.xtraordinary
meeting of
European
Council at
Luxembourg,
Presidency
Conclusions

F.uropean
Council

None

EES guideline~ agreed

Council Resolution on 1998
Gmdelines"

Council

The conclusions of the
extraordinary
European
Council
meeting on
Employment
of20 and 21
November 1997

(I) 4 ptllars

Council Resolution on l999
Guidelines"

CounCil

The conclusions of the
extraordinary
European
Council
meeting on
Employmelll
of20 and 2l
November l997
and the Vienna
European
Councilll-l2
Dec !998

Largely repeated
those of 1998, more
emphasis on fanuly
fnendly policies

(2) l9
1998
l999
22 Feb [999

97
9H
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3-4 June 1999

European
Council.
Presidency
Conclustons

European
Council

Counctl Dec

Council

None

Anticipatton of the
Lisbon strategy "''

...

2000
13 Mar 2000

2000/228/

Art 128(2) EC

ECon
employment
guidelines'"'
23-4 Mar 2000

19-20 June

2000

July 2000

Lisbon European Council.
Presidency
Cone! us tons

European
Council

Feira European Counctl,
Presidency
Condustons

European
Council

Commission
Social Pohcy
Agenda'"'

Conunission

Nice European
Council

European
Council

None

Amendmg slightly
the 1999 guidelines

•••

c

Lays down goals
and methods for
Lisbon Strategy
.·

None

Follow-up to Lisbon
European Council
....

None but
reference to
Lisbon strategy
and its programme of action
announced
to the EP

(l) Virtuous
cvcle of economic
a;1d social pohc)
(2) Social pohcy as a
productive factor

None

Sets social pohq
agenda for ~000- 2005
based on modernismg
and improving the
European Social Model

...

.•.

>

••

7-9 Dec 2000

....

2001
••

99

11. The Europ(_'all Council weko1H<..:~ the decision to convene a special meeting of the European
Council on employment, economic reform and social t·ohcsion (towanls a Europe of imwY<-llion
and knowledge) under the Portuguese l'rcsi<lcncy in the spring of 2000 in order to review the

progress made aficr the Cologne, Canliff and
lOO OJ 2000 L72!l~>
101 COM(2000) 37\l.

Luxcmbour~

pron·sscs.'
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19Jan2001

Council Dec
200 l/63/ECI"'

Conncil

Artl28(2) EC

February 200 I

Commission
Scoreboard on
Implementing
the Social Po!icy Agenda 10 '

Commission

Nice European
Council

23-24 Mar
2001

Stockholm
European
Council

European
Council

None

(I) Agreed to improve
procedures so that the
European Council's
Spring meeting to
become the focal
point for an annual
review of economic
and social quesuons.
(2) Sustainabiluy
added as a Lisbon
objective

15-16June
2001

Goteborg
European
Council,
Presidency
Conclusious

European
Council

None

Sustainable
development strategy
fleshed am

25 July 2001

Commi>Sion
governance
white paper w<

Commission

None (although
refonn of
governance
identified as
oue of its four
strategic objeCtives in 2000)

New fonns of
governance including
OMC but also sees
role for CCM

14 Dec 2001

l.aeken European Council,
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

Emphasis on full
employment being pnmacy objecuve of EES

Five horizontal
objectives added to
four pillars to reorient
the EES towards the
Lisbon Strategy

I 02 OJ 200 I 122/1 1\.
103 COM(2001) 104. See also the Mid-term Review: COM(2003) :{12.
104 COM(2001) 428.
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2002
18 Feb 2002

Council Dec.
2002/177/
EC""

Council

Art 128(2)EC

Broadly following
200 I guidelines

15-16 March
2002

Barcelona
European
Council,
Presidencv

European
Council

None

(I) Emphasis on

Conclusi~m

July 2002

Commission
review of
EES""'

Commission

Sept 2002

Commission,
streamlinmg
the annual
economic and
employment
cycles ""

Conumsston

Nice European
Council

.

••••

·.···.··

flexicurity
(2) Greater coordination between soctal and
economic dtmension
(3) EES to be
simplified

·.·.

. ··•···· .

...··

.......··

.·

2003

1(),-,

HHi

OJ 2002 l.liO/GO.
··!akin~

Stock of Hvc Years of the European Flllploylll<'lll SI rate~· COM(2002) 4Hi.

107 COM(2002) 4H7.
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14Jan ~003

Commission,
Future of
the EES 10'

Commisswn

(I) Need for
simplification
(2) 3 overarchmg
objeaives (full
employment, qualitv
and producti\·ity at
work. cohesiOn and
mdmtve labour
market), 11 prionues,
emphasts on delivery
and governance
(2) Four pillars
replaced by three
overarchmg and
mterrelated objeaives
(full employment,
qualuv and productlnty and social
coheswn/inclusion)

20-21 Mar
2003

Brussels European Council,
Prestdency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

(I) hear perspecuve
of employmelll gmdelines whtch should
operate in consistent
way Wtth BEPGs
(2) Commission to
establish European
Emplovmelll Taskforce
headed by Wim Kok to
idemify employmentrelated challenges
(3) Welcomed
establishment of
Tripartite Social
Summit for Growth
and Employment""

19 and 20
June

Thessaloniki
European
Council,
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

Follow-up to the Spring
European Counctl

I 08 The Future of the European Employlllcnt Strategy (t-:t-:S). A Strategy f(>r Full Employment and
better johs f(>r all' COM(2003) 6.
I 0!1 First meeting took place hdtm' the European Connril.
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July ~003

CounCil Dec
~0031578/

EC

16-17 Oct

11 "

Brussels European Council,
Prestdencv

European
Council

None

Conclust~ns
Nov ~003

12-13 Dec
~003

First Kok
report, jobs,
Jobs, Jobs 111
Brussels European Council,
Presidencv
Conclusi~ns

Retteration of need
for effective social
policies, in particular
job creation
Need to accelerate
implememation of
necessat)' reforms
of employment

European
Council

None

~004

•••

•••

:

•

.

••••••••••

:.

. ·.·.

••••••••••

·......

Concurs with issues
ratsed by Kok report'"

..·..·.·

·

,··

.•

~004
25-~6

....

(I) Three-year policy
cycle introduced
(2) Four pillars
replaced by three
overarching and
interrelated obJectives
(full employment,
quality and productivity and social
cohesio;l!mclusion)
(3) Ten specific
guidelines

Council

Mar

Brussels European CounCil,
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

Concern that ~0 I0
targets will not be
met unles; pace of
reform is speeded up

.. ·:·:··.··

.··

.c__c_

110 OJ 200:~ L1 !17 /1 :~.
Ill 'Crca1ing more employuaent in Europe'.
112 Namdv: (I) inneasi11g the adaptal>ility of workers and enterprises; (2) auractiug more people

to the labour market; (3) more and d!Cctive inveslJllClll ill humau capital; and (4) cnsurillg the

cflCctin_' impkmenwtion ofrd(H·ms tlunugh hcucr guvcruancc.
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4 Oct 2004

Council Dec.
2004/740/
EC,"'
Employment
Guidelines
Second Kok
report 111

Collllcil

Art 128(2) EC

2003 guidelines
applied without
alteration Recognised
the failure of the
Lisbon Strategy (too
many targets, lack
of ownership)

February 2005

Commission
Commumcation on the
Social Agenda
2005-2010 115

Commission

None

(I) Positive
interplay between
economic, social and
employment policies
(2) Promotmg quality 1'"
(2) Modenusing
systems of protection
(3) Taking account
of cost oflack of
social poliCI

February 2005

Commission
Communication on Ltsbon
relaunch, 117
includmg an
Action Plan 118

Commission

2005

11:~ (~j 2004!.'12ti/4:).
114 I-1King the Challenge: The l.ishon Siratcgy 1<>1· Crowth and Employment. Report from the High
Level Croup chaired by Wim Kok (Luxembourg, OOPEC, 2004).
115 COM(2000) :n.
lit> Commission, 'Employment and sorial policies: a framework for investing in quality' COM(2001)
~ 13 and the progress report: COM(200:~) 72H. Cf' G Raveaud, The European Employmetll Stratq.,>y: 'l<>wards More and B<·ttcr Jobs?' (2007) 45 .JCMS 411.
117 'Working 'logcther l<>r (;rowth and Jobs-a new start l(>r the Lisbon Strategy' CC lM(2005) 24. 7.
See also SEC(2005) ltiO, SEC(200!J) 193.
liS SEC(2005) 192
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~

23-4 Mar 2005

16-17 June
2005

12July 2005

Brussels
European
Council

European
Council

Brussels European Council,
Presidencr
Conclmi~ns

European
Council

Counct! Dec
2005!600/
EC 111 Oil
emplonnent
guidelines

Council

None

None

..\rt 128(2)EC

(I) Endorsed

ECOFJN report on
the implementation
of the Stability and
Growth Pact
(2) Relaunched Lrsbon
strategy and welcomes
Conuuissron's
approach
(3) 3 pnorities: (1)
knowledge and innovation as engines for
sustamable growth; (it)
making Europe more
attractive to invest and
work; (iii) more jobs
for social cohesion
Adopted 24 integrated
guidelines for growth
and jobs (17-24
concem employment
issues) based on
CommissiOn document
'Integrated Guidelines
for Growth and Jobs''"'
(I) Three overarching
objectives (full
employment, quality
and productivity, and
sonal cohesion and
territorialmclusion) 1"
(2) Actil'llies based
on the 8 imegrated
gutdelines (which
themselves are annexed to the Decisron)

.....

Sig11if1Ca11t
shift of EES to
a mone liberal, .•.
supply-side direction, placing
mnre emphasis
on adaptability
of workers,
including
more flexible
contractual
•<
arra11ge-

ments. 119

··..
i

....
•••••••• ••• ••

..
.·.·.

.....
•••

...

11 ~~ Rhodes, above 11.~:~. 2\IK.
120 COM(~OO:j) 141. The niicronouomir guidelines wcrt· rc-ordncd hy the European Council bu1

the bnploymelll guidelines were adopted vcrhatilll.
12 I

Of 200'\ 1.20!>/2 I.

·~~ This w.as followed up by COJillllission c:ollllllllllicatiou '(~OIIliiiOII At'tions for c;rowth and Ew-

ploymcul: The Couununity I.ishon Programme' (COM(2005) 330) l<>eusi11g on K key measures,
and Conunission Ccuunnlllicalion 'Atldrc:-;sing Lhc omcerns of young people in Europe~impk
tnculillg the European Youth Pan and promoting active <·itizcnship' COM(2005) 206. ·1 his was
followed IIJ> hy the Ann11all'rogress Repon 'liliiiC to Move up a (;ear' COM(200<i) :~0.
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2006
23-24 Mar
2006

Brussels European Council,
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

Emphasised European
pact of gender equalitv

18 July 2006

Council Dec
2006/544/
EC m

Council

Art 128(2)

Approved 2005
guidelines

22 Nov 2006

Commission
Modemising
Labour Law
Green Paper"'

Commission

None

Rethinkmg role of
labour law in how it
can evolre to support
Lisbon Strategy

8-9 Mar 2007

European
Council,
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

Anticipatmg
flexicurirv document

2l-2June
2007

European
Council,
Presidency
Conclusiom

European
CowJCil

None

AntiCipanng flexicurity
communication

27 June 2007

Commission
Flexicurity
Commumcation 125

Commission

None

(I) To achieve Ltsbon
objectives of more
and better Jobs, new
forms of flexibtlity and
security are needed.
(2) Four flexicunty
pathways proposed

2007

123 Of 2006 1215/26.
124 'ModcrnisiuK labour law to meet the challenges ofthc 21st century' COM(2006) 701:!. Outcome
ofcommunicat.ion can be i(llmd at COM(2007) 627.
125 ''Iowards Common Principles oi'Fiexicurity: more and bcuerjobs through fkxi!Jility aud scntrity' COM(2007)
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10 July 2007

20 Nov 2007

5-6 Dec 2007

14 Dec 2007

Council Dec.
200H91/
EC'"

Council

Commission
Social Vtsion
Communication 111

Commission

Employment
Affairs
Council adopts
COlllmOII
principles on
flexicurity

Council

European
Counol,
Presidencv
Condll\t~ns

European
Council

Art 128(2)

None

Third way thinking.
emphasts particularly
on access and
opportunities

'In response
ro the 2007
Spring European Council
mandate'
None

:'.·.

Maintained 2005
gmdelines

••

.

······.

••••

..
Preparing for 2008-10
Integrated Guidelines
·.

..

2008
·.

13-14 Mar
2008

2July 2008

European
Couucil,
Presidencv
Conclusio'ns

CommissiOn,
Rene~,·ed

Social Agenda
Communi-

European
Council

Commission

None

None

European Council
launches the second
three-vear cvcle of the , .....
Strategy bv ~onfirming
that the current
Integrated Guidelines
(BEPCs and Employment Guidelines)
remain valid and
should setw for the
period 2008-2010

....

...

Operationalises some
of the ideas in 2007
Commumcauon

cation 12~

12ti OJ2007 l.IH'l/2:·,.
127 'Opportunitic~. ac.:t.:ess and ~olidarity: 10wards a Hc:w soci<~l vision for 21sl u:JLittry Europe·
t :OM(2007) 72ti.
12H 'Renewed S<Kial Agenda, Oppon unities, Art·e" and Solidarity in 21st Century Europe'
COM(200H) 412.
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15 July ~008

Council Dec

Council

Art

European
Council

None

1~8(~)

~008/618/

EC'"'

New three-year
cycle but colllent
reflects ~005 cycle

2009
AntiCipating EU20~0

19-20 Mar
2009

European
Presidency
Conclusions

May ~009

Prague Emplo- Troika preyment Summit sidencies +
Commission

18-19 June
2009

European
Council,
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

(I) 'flexicurity' is an

Council Dec
2009/536/
EC""

Council

Art I ~8(~) EC

Maintained 2008
guidelines

Oct

European
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

(I) European Council

25-26 Mar
2010

European
Council.
Presidency
Conclustons

European
CounCil

None

~9-30

2009

Agreed on (i) maintaining employment,
creating new jobs and
promoung mobility;
(ii) upgrading skills
and matching labour
market needs; (iii)
increasing access
to employment.
Important means to
modemise and foster
the adaptability of
labour markets

'looks forward to
diSCUSSillg a new
European strategy for
JObs and growth as part
of the upcoming re1·iew
of the Lisbon Strategy'
(~)emphasis on acuYe
labour market policy

2010

129 OJ 200H 1.19H/47.
130 OJ 2009 Ll HO/I 6.
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17 June ~0!0

European
Council.
Presidency
Conclusions

European
Council

None

Confirmed EU~020
and indtcators set

..
.·

··
..

..
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3.

PONENCIA

R.

GROTE

THE LEGAL INSTRUMENTS
FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF
EQUALITY PoLICIES IN THE EuROPEAN UNION
Prof. Dr. Rainer Grote, LL.M.

I.

Introduction

The European Union has been involved in the formulation of equality
policies and the enactment of anti-discrimination legislation since the
establishment of the European Communities more than half a century
ago. The prohibition of discrimination based on nationality was vital
for the creation of a common internal market based on the free movement of goods, services, persons and capital. However~ the European
Community also played a prominent role in the progressive implementation of sex equality right from the start. This was due to the
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lobbying of some member states - France in particular- which pushed
for the harmonization of the social costs of production in order to level
the playing field for the industries and businesses of the member states
once the barriers to the free movements of goods, persons and capital
and person were removed. At the time of treaty negotiations France
had already introduced a number of costly social policies at home
which would have put French business in the common market at a severe competitive disadvantage unless the relevant costs of production
were made subject to mandatory harmonization at Community level.
The principle of equal pay for equal work for men and women was one
of these policies. The French delegation succeeded in persuading the
other parties to the negotiations to include this policy in the "social
provisions" chapter of the new Economic Community. As a result, the
Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (TEC) enshrined in its chapter on social policy the duty of Member States "to ensure
and subsequently maintain the application of the principle of equal
remuneration for equal work as between men and women workers." 130
The provisions of the social chapter and the principle of equal pay in
particular proved to be popular with the citizens of the Community as
well as with its organs, including the European Court of Justice, which
laboured successfully to establish the equal treatment of men and women as a fundamental principle of Community law. By strengthening
the "progressive" role of the Community in promoting equality between men and women in the workplace, the Community organs were
able to demonstrate their commitment to a "social dimension" of the
Community and thus to deflect at least some of the criticism of the
internal market as a capitalist plot. The treaty revisions of the l 990's
established the equality between men and women as one of the main

1:10. Arl. ll!l.lh·aty establishing the European Economic ConnHuHity.
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objectives of the Community. 1'll It also found its way into the text of
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union adopted in
Nice in December 2000, which in its Article 23 provides that the "equality between men and women must be ensured in all areas, including
employment, work and pay."
By contrast, it took several decades before the European Union started
to push for a more general application of the equality principle. The
Treaty of Amsterdam introduced a new Article 13 in the TEC which authorized the Council to take appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability,
age or sexual orientation. Article 21 (I) of the Charter of Fundamental
Rights contains an even more broadly framed prohibition of "any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour, ethnic or
social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief, political or
any other opinion, membership of a national minority, property, birth,
disability, age or sexual orientation".

11.

Overview of the legal instruments for the
implementation of equality policies

In deciding matters relating to the implementation of the principles of
equality and non-discrimination in the European Union, policymakers
and judges alike must have regard to a number of different legal instruments. In accordance with the hierarchy oflegal sources in the Union
legal order, the foundation Treaties of the European Union constitute
the primary basis for the introduction of equality policies. The Lisbon
Treaty has reduced the number of these treaties to two, the Treaty on
European Union (TEU) and the Treaty on the Functioning of the Eu-

131. Tht• 'li-caty or Amsterdam prodaimcd the l'<JIIality bctwl't'Jl IHl'll and women as one of the tasks
ol"rllc Connmmi1y listed in Artidc ~ TEC. aud iulroduced a new paragraph(~) ill Art.idc :~:"In
all1he auivitics referred to in this Aniclc, the (:omunlllity shall aim to diJuinalc inequalities, and
to promote C<JIIali•y. between lllt'll and woHH'II."
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ropean Union (TFEU). In doing so, the drafters of the Lisbon Treaty
have preserved the bulk of the provisions of the TEU and the TEC on
equality and non-discrimination while at the same time clarifying and
extending their scope of application. According to the new Article 2
of the TEU, the Union is founded on the values of respect for human
dignity, freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for
human rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities,
which are common to a society in which, among other things, non-discrimination and equality between men and women prevail. Art. 3 TEU
(the former Article 2), commits the EU to the fight against social exclusion and discrimination and the promotion of social justice and protection, equality between men and women, solidarity between generations
and protection of the rights of the child. In addition, the new Article
10 FTEU places the Union under a broadly framed general obligation
with regard to future lawmaking by providing that "in defining and
implementing its policies and activities, the Union shall aim to combat
discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief,
disability, age or sexual orientation." More specifically, Art. 19 TFEU
reaffirms the authorization of the Council previously contained in Art.
13 TEC to take, by unanimous decision and after obtaining the consent
of the European Parliament, appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability,
age or sexual orientation. In addition, the European Parliament and
the Council may in the ordinary legislative procedure adopt the basic
principles of so-called Union incentive measures which support the
Member States in the achievement of the aims stated in Article 19 by
other means than the harmonization of their laws and regulations. The
specific provisions on the equality of men and women with regard to
opportunities in the labour market, their equal treatment at work, and
the implementation of the principle of equal pay for male and female
workers (ex-Articles 137, 141 TEC) have been shifted to Articles 153,
157 TFEU.
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But the Lisbon Treaty has also added a potentially important new
dimension to the existing legal instruments by recognising, in the
amended Art. 6 TEU, the rights, freedoms and principles set out in
the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union (FRC) as
having the same legal value as the foundation Treaties. This matters
because Art. 21 of the Charter contains a broadly framed prohibition
of any discrimination based on any ground such as sex, race, colour,
ethnic or social origin, genetic features, language, religion or belief,
political or any other opinion, membership of a national minority,
property, birth, disability, age or sexual orientation which is directly
effective within the scope of application of the Charter, i.e. with regard
to all measures adopted by the institutions and bodies of the Union
and also in respect to action taken by the authorities of the Member
States whenever they are implementing Union law (see Art. 51 ( l)
FRC). In addition, Article 23 makes clear that the principle of equality
between men and women must be ensured in all areas, and no longer
be limited in its application to issues concerning employment, work
and pay. Moreover, Article 23 (2) expressly states that the principle of
equality shall not prevent the maintenance or adoption of measures
providing for specific advantages in favour of the under-represented
sex. How this is going to affect the hitherto rather restrictive jurisprudence of the ECJ on the permissible scope of positive action in favour
ofwomen in the public sector under the Equal Treatment Directive~:~~
remains to be seen. However, it follows from the hierarchy of legal
sources in the Union legal order that the Equal Treatment Directive,
like all other provisions of EU secondary law, has to be interpreted
in the light of and in accordance with the requirements of the FRC
insofar as its scope of application is concerned.

Numhauscr-lleuniu~. <)u Equal.li·eatmcut, Positive A<-·t ion awl the Siguilkancc ora Person's Sex, in: A. N111nhauscr-l knning- (cd.), Legal Pcrspccti\'cs on Equal 'li·calnlclll, The I Iague
201)1, p. 217 "· and sect ion Ill. hdow.

132. Sec A.
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The relevant EU secondary legislation covers three broad areas, namely
sex equality, non-discrimination on the grounds of racial or ethnic origin, and non-discrimination on the other grounds set out in Art. 19
TFEU (former Article 13 TEC). The main instruments concerned are
the Equal Pay Directive 13 '1 and the Equal Treatment Directive 13 \ which
implement Art. 157 TFEU (ex-Article 141 TEC); the Racial Equality
Directive, which implements the principle of equal treatment irrespective of racial or ethnic origin 1"15 ; and the so-called Framework Directive
which aims to combat discrimination on the grounds of religion or
belief, disability, age or sexual orientation. 1'1(;
Although not constituting a formal source of law, the decisions of the
EU judiciary, and in particular of the Court of justice of the European
Union (ECJ) in the preliminary rulings procedure, have played an
important role in the shaping of EU law in the area of equality and
non-discrimination. This is true first and foremost with regard to sex
equality which the ECJ, starting with its seminal decision in Defrenne v
Sabena 1:17, established early on as one of the fundamental principles of
Connnunity/U nion law. Since then, numerous decisions have clarified
the scope and the meaning of the equal pay and equal treatment provisions in the Treaty as well as of the Equal Pay and Equal Treatment
Directives. By contrast, the case law of the ECJ on the Racial Equality
Directive and the Framework Directive has hitherto been scant. So far,
there has just been one ECJ decision on the scope of the Racial Equality Directive. 138

1:1'1. Directive 75!117, OJ [1975] L 4:,;1\l.
1:14. Directive

7ti/~07,

0] [1!!76] L 3!!/40, as amended by Directive

~002;7:;,

OJ

[200~]

L 269/15.

135. Direnivc 2000/4:1, 0] [2000)1. IH0/22.
I :lli. Direct ivc 2000;7H, 0] [2000]130:1/ 16.
1:17. C-4:1/75 Dehennc v Sahcna [l97Li] ECR 45cJ.
l:IH. C-54/07, Ferryn,judgmem of 10 July 2008, in which the Court adopted a broad imcrpretation
of 1he t:OIJccpt of ''dirccl discritnirJalioti" i11 tl1e corJlext of 1hc Dircctiv(_'.
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The Lisbon Treaty also provides for the accession of the EU to the
European Convention on Human Rights (Art. 6 (2) TEU). Fundamental rights as guaranteed by the European Convention for the
Protection of Human Rights (ECHR) had already been recognised as
general principles of the Union's law (see Art. 6 (3) TEU). This adds
another layer to the implementation of the principles of equality and
non-discrimination in the legal system of the EU. While the scope of
the equality guarantee in the Convention has historically been limited
to the equal enjoyment of the rights and freedoms set forth in the
Convention, it is likely to receive a far wider application as a result of
the 'Twelfth Protocol which provides that "the enjoyment of any right
set forth by law shall be secured without discrimination on any ground
such as sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or other opinion,
national or social origin, association with a national minority, property, birth or other status". The growing acceptance of this Protocol by
Member States -which so far has been limited to 7 EU countries 1' 1!1 - is
likely to have a direct impact on the level of protection accorded to
the principles of equality and non-discrimination in the Union law
proper since Art. 52 (3) of the FRC expressly provides that "in so far as
this Charter contains rights which correspond to rights guaranteed by
the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms, the meaning and scope of those rights shall be the same as
those laid down by the said Convention."

Ill. Gender Equality as a Model for EU
Equality Policies in Other Areas
As results from the overview above, practically all the relevant secondary EU legislation in the fields of equality and non-discrimination
has taken the form of directives. As is typical for directives, they are
binding on Member States as to the results which are to be achieved

139. Cyprus, Filllall<l, l.uxt"llhourg, 1he Ne1hcrlands, Romania, Slovcnia and Spain (as of 1/9/2010).
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by the legislation but leave to the national authorities the choice of
form and methods. The implementation of the directives is subject
to the oversight by the European Commission which, if it deems that
the directive has not been implemented in time or in full, may bring
proceedings against the Member State concerned under Art. 258
TFEU for non-fulfilment of its treaty obligations. It is thus the Court
of Justice which, either upon the initiative of the Commission in the
non-compliance procedure under Art. 258 TFEU or upon the request
of a Member State court for the interpretation of the directive in the
preliminary rulings procedure (Art. 267 TFEU), has the final word on
the meaning and the scope of the directive concerned.
Since the recognition, in the already mentioned Defrenne decision,
of the principle of equal pay as one of the foundations of the Community legal order, gender equality has been at the forefront of EU
social policy. It has been the subject of several EU directives as well as
of a series of subsequent Action Programmes of the European Union.
It is therefore not surprising that the policies on gender equality, and
particularly the Equal Treatment and the Equal Pay Directives, have
served as a model for the shaping of equality policies in the fields of
racial and ethnic discrimination and in the other areas mentioned in
Art. 19 TFEU (ex Article 13 TEC), which only became a major concern
for Community/Union organs in the late 1990's.
The main purpose of the Equal Treatment Directive (ETD) is to put
into effect the principle of equal treatment for men and women as
regards access to employment, including promotion, and to vocational
training, as well as working conditions (Art. l (l) ETD). In order to
achieve this purpose, the Directive prohibits any discrimination on
grounds of sex, either directly or indirectly, in relation to the matters
covered by the Directive (Art. 2 (1) ETD). However, the Directive originally did not define the concept of indirect discrimination. The necessary clarification was left to the case law of the ECJ which dealt with
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the issue in a series of cases, 110 before the concept was formally codified
in the Burden of Proof Directive 141 and then by way of amendment
included in the Equal li,eatment Directive in 2002. 11 ~ The amended
Directive now provides that indirect discrimination shall be deemed to
exist where an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice would
put persons of one sex at a particular disadvantage compared with
persons of the other sex, unless that provision, criterion or practice is
objectively justified by a legitimate aim, and the means of achieving
that aim are appropriate and necessary. It has also widened the scope
of the Directive insofar as harassment and sexual harassment are now
expressly deemed to constitute discrimination on the grounds of sex
and therefore prohibited (Art. 2 (3) amended ETD)"u.
Nor does the Directive clarify the concepts of "equality of treatment"
and "non-discrimination" which form the cornerstone of the whole
legislation. As is well known, equality can be conceived in vastly different terms, ranging from a more a formal definition of equality,
which affirms that like cases should be treated alike unless a convincing
objective reason for treating them differently can be shown, to more
substantive concepts which openly argue for redistributive measures
in favour of hitherto underprivileged groups in order to promote a
greater degree of equality in practice. 111 Apart from banning indirect
as well as direct discrimination -and thus implicitly rejecting a purely
formal concept of equal treatment - the Equal Treatment Directive

140. On the dcvdopmcnt of the Conrt'sjurisprudenn.· Oil this issue sec E. Ell is, EU Anti-Discrimination Law, Oxl<ml200:\ pp. 91-!l4.
141. Directive !l7/HO, OJ [I !l!lH)l. 14/G.
142. Directive 2002/7'1, Of (2002)1. 2fi!l/lf>.
14:-\. A<Tonling to

An.~ (~)

amcutlcd ETD '"haras.slllcnt'' covers any

IIIIWalllt'd

conduct related to

the sex of a pcrsou which occurs with the purpose or dlCct ofviolatiug Lhc diguitr of a person,
and of'-T'-'atiug an iutimidatiug, hostile, degradiug, lnunillatill!{, or olfeusivc <-'llvironmenl, while
"sexual harassment" refers t.o auy coil duct of a sexual na111re which has such purpose or dl<:ct.
144. St·e l·:IIis, Anti-llisniminatiotJ Ltw (note 11 abow), pp. 2-7.
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does not take sides in this debate; neither the recitals nor the text of
the directive make reference to any specific concept of equality.
In subsequent litigation, the Court of Justice has adhered to a somewhat limited concept of equality, in particular with regard to the
permissible scope for so-called positive action measures in the public
employment sector. Art. 2 (4) ETD in its original wording expressly
stated that the Directive should not be interpreted as excluding measures designed to promote equal opportunity for men and women,
in particular by removing existing inequalities which affect women's
opportunities in employment and vocational training. Similarly, Art.
141 TEC as amended by the Treaty of Amsterdam - which has now
become Art. 157 of the TFEU- provided that "the principle of equal
treatment shall not prevent any Member State from maintaining or
adopting measures providing for specific advantages in order to make
it easier for the under-represented sex to pursue a vocational activity
or to prevent or compensate for disadvantages in professional careers."
However, in a number of cases concerning legislative schemes giving
priority to the appointment and promotion of women in sectors of the
public service where they are underrepresented, the Court of Justice
has rejected the view that these provisions provide a sufficient basis for
national legislation that automatically grants preference to candidates
belonging to the under-represented sex. 115 By contrast, it has accepted
domestic legislation which, although requiring that priority is normally
given to equally competent and suitable female candidates for public
sector posts in which women are underrepresented, allows for the nonapplication of the preference rule in cases in which reasons specific to
an individual male candidate tilt the balance in his favour (a so-called
'flexible' quota system). 116 These rulings were based on a reading of

14!\. C-4!\0/93, Kalankc v Freic llanscstadl Brcmcn[1995] ECR 1-3051.
141;. C-409/95 llcllmut Marschall v Land Nordrhcin-Westfalen [ 1997] ECR I-G3G3; C-1 '\8/97 Gcorg
lladcck cl al. v l·lcssischer Mini"crprasidcnl und Landcsanwalt beim Siaatsgeridushofdes I .an-
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Art. 2 (4) ETD which stresses the equality of opportunity mentioned
in that provision as the guiding principle in the implementation of
the principle of equal treatment underlying the Directive, and thus
also in the determination of the permissible scope for positive action
schemes. In the view of the Court, any scheme which aims to grant an
automatic or rigid preference to one sex over the other in employment
matters with a view to reducing existing inequalities exceeds the limits
for positive action drawn by the ETD and the primary Union law which
it is designed to implement since it substitutes for the equality of opportunity envisaged in Art. 2 (4) ETD an equality of results which is
only to be arrived at by providing such equality of opportunity. 117

IV.

Scope of the Racial Equality Directive
and the Framework Directive

The Racial Equality Directive (RED) and the Framework Directive (FD)
were adopted only in 2000, at a time when there was growing international concern about a resurgence of xenophobia and racist violence
in different parts of Europe. The Commission wanted t.o make sure
that legislative action on racial and ethnic discrimination, as well as
on the other forms of discrimination on which the Community had
been given a mandate t.o act by the new Article 13 TEC (now Article
19 TFEU), was swiftly adopted so that it formed part of the acquis
conununautaire to which the countries in Central and Eastern Europe
which were applying for EU membership at the time would be required
to accede. 1·1H

des llcsst·ll [2000) ECR l-IH75; C-407/!lH Ka1ari11a Ahrahantssoll a11d others v Elisahe~ h>gdqvist
[2000] ECR l-;j53!J.
147. C-450/93 Kala11kc ,. Frcic llall""'tadt llt-clllcll [I \195) ECR 1-3051. para. 2:{. The wonliug of
the !lircl"livc witil regard to positive anio11 l1<ts suhscquetuly htTil allt<"Hded. Art. 2 (H) ET[) llOW
authorizes Member Slates to "maintain or adopt measures within the meaning ofArtidc 141 (4)
of the -ln·aty wiLh a view to ensuring full equality in prauit-c hetwecn men and womcu."
14H. Ellis, Atui-lli.scrimination l.aw (llote 11 above), p. 2!1.
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The Council Directive 2000/43 implementing the principle of equal
treatment between persons irrespective of racial or ethnic origin
was adopted on 29 June 2000, thus preceding the adoption of the
Council Directive 2000/78 establishing a general framework for equal
treatment in employment and occupation, which covers the other
prohibited grounds of discrimination set out in Article 13 TEC (now
Article 19 TFEU), by several months. While there was little controversy
surrounding the content of the Racial Equality Directive, amendments
to the draft of the Framework Directive were being introduced virtually
until the last minute of the Council negotiations, raising questions on
the validity of the whole instrument, as a consultation of the European
Parliament on the final draft submitted to the Council vote never took
place. 149
The formal structure of both Directives is very similar. They aim to put
into effect in the Member States the principle of equal treatment (Article 1 RED; Article 1 FD). However, while the Framework Directive establishes a general framework for combating discrimination on grounds
of religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation with regard
to matters of employment and occupation only (Articles 1, 3 FD), the
scope of application of the Racial Equality Directive is considerably
broader: it aims to protect and to promote equal treatment irrespective of racial or ethnic origin not only with regard to employment and
vocational training, but also in matters concerning social protection,
including social security and healthcare, education, and access to goods and services which are available to the public, including housing
(Article 3 RED).
The conduct which the framework legislation seeks to eliminate is defined in both Directives by reference to the concepts of direct discrimination, indirect discrimination, and harassment. Direct discrimination

149. Ellis, Ami-Discrilllillation Law (uote 11 above), p. 211/212.
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shall be taken to occur where one person is treated less favourably than
another is, has been or would be treated in a comparable situation on
any one of the prohibited grounds, whereas indirect discrimination is
deemed to exist in cases where the use of an apparently neutral provision, criterion or practice would put persons belonging to the protected group at a particular disadvantage compared with other persons,
unless that provision, criterion or practice is objectively justified by a
legitimate aim and the means of achieving the aim are appropriate
and necessary. Harassment, on the other hand, is defined as an unwanted conduct related to any of the prohibited grounds which takes place
with the purpose or effect of violating the dignity of a person and of
creating an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive
environment (Art. 2 (2), (3) RED; Art. 2 (2), (3) FD).
However, differences of treatment based on one of the prohibited
grounds which are linked to specific occupational requirements, like
the requirement of unimpaired eyesight for pilots, shall not constitute
discrimination, provided that the requirement serves a legitimate purpose and is proportionate to the aim pursued (Article 4 RED; Article 4
FD). The Framework Directive contains an additional "savings clause"
which makes sure that age requirements in domestic legislation which
reflect legitimate employment policies or labour market and vocational training objectives are preserved so long as they are proportionate
to the objectives pursued (Article 6 FD). In addition, both Directives
state unambiguously that they do not exclude differences of treatment
based on nationality, and leave unaffected provisions and conditions
relating to the entry into and residence of third-country nationals and
stateless persons in the territory ofthe Member States (Art. 3 (2) RED;
Art. 3 (2) FD). This creates problems in particular with regard to the
implementation of the Racial Equality Directive, as discrimination of
members of certain ethnic groups can easily be disguised as different
treatment based on nationality.
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The relationship between equal treatment and positive action programmes designed to reduce existing inequalities is addressed by both
Directives in similar terms. Measures which are designed to prevent or
compensate for disadvantages linked to any of the prohibited grounds
may be adopted or maintained if they pursue the aim of "ensuring full
equality in practice" (Article 5 RED; Article 7 .FD). This falls well short
of requiring strict proportionality between the means employed and
the aim of full equality as a precondition for the compatibility of such
programmes with Union law. Nor do the Directives themselves mandate the establishment of such programmes. This is in line with the
general character of the framework legislation which aims merely to
fix minimum standards for the implementation of the equal treatment
principle, without excluding more far-reaching measures on the part
of the Member States (Article 6 RED; Art. 8 .FD).
Under the Directives, Member States are obliged to maintain or, if necessary, to introduce the appropriate judicial and/or administrative procedures, including conciliation procedures, for the effective enforcement
of the obligations set out in the Directives by individuals whose right
to equal treatment has allegedly been infringed (Article 7 RED; Article
9 FD). One of the crucial issues in equal treatment cases, in particular
with regard to situations involving indirect discrimination, is the burden
of proof. The Directives try to make life easier for future plaintiffs by
prescribing that it is sufficient for victims of an alleged discrimination to
show the facts from which it may be presumed that there has been direct
or indirect discrimination in order for the burden to prove that there has
been no breach of the ptinciple of equal treatment to shift to the respondent (Article 8 RED; Article 10 FD). The recitals to the Directives make
it clear that "facts" from which the existence of a discrimination may be
presumed shall include the relevant statistical evidence.
The Member States shall implement the obligations under the Directives not only through the amendment and modification of their domes-
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tic laws and regulations (Article 14 RED; Article 16 FD). They arc also
under an obligation to raise the awareness of the public authorities and
the public in matters of equal treatment through the dissemination of
the relevant information to all the persons concerned (Article 10 RED;
Article 12 FD), the promotion of a dialogue between the social partners (i.e. employers associations and unions) with a view to fostering
equal treatment (Article 11 RED; Article 13 FD), and the strengthening of the dialogue with those non-governmental organisation which
are specifically committed to the fight against discrimination on any of
the prohibited grounds (Article 12 RED; Article 14 FD ). In addition,
the Racial Equality Directive obliges the Member States to designate
a body or bodies for the promotion of equal treatment of all persons
irrespective of racial or ethnic origin (so-called equality bodies). These
bodies need not be created from scratch but may also be established
as departments within already existing national agencies for the defence of human rights. Their activities shall include the provision of
independent advice and assistance to victims of discrimination, the
conduct of independent surveys concerning discrimination, and the
publishing of independent reports, and making of recommendations
on any issue relating to discrimination (Article 13 RED).
Member States were given until 19 July 2003 and until 2 December
2003, respectively, in order to adopt the laws, regulations and administrative provisions necessary to comply with the Racial Equality Directive and the Framework Directive (Article 16 RED; Article 18 FD).
In relation to disability and age, however, the Framework Directive
allowed Member States an additional three years to transpose the relevant provisions into domestic law (Article 18 FD).
After the entry into force of the UN Convention on the Rights of
Persons with Disabilities (CRPD) on 3 May 2008, the European Commission has proposed a new directive against discrimination outside
employment on grounds of religion or belief, disability, age and sexual
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orientation. However, at the time of writing no agreement had yet
been reached on the new instrument.

V.

Effectiveness of the Existing Legal Instruments

The secondary legislation which has been enacted so far by the Community/Union organs for the implementation of the equality policies
mandated by the Treaty has taken exclusively the form of directives.
The choice of directives, as opposed to regulations, limits the binding
effect of the legislation on the Member States, which are left with considerable discretion as to the form and methods to be used in order
to achieve the results laid down by the directive, and do not produce
any horizontal direct effect, thus seriously limiting the practical significance of the principles and rules in question. "'0 In the case of the
Racial Equality Directive and the Framework Directive this problem
is compounded by the fact that they expressly define themselves as
"framework legislation" (Article l RED; Article l FD) which merely
intend to lay down some "minimum requirements" (Article 6 RED;
Article 8 FD) with a view to putting into effect the principle of equal
treatment. Moreover, the scope of application of the Framework Directive has so far been limited to matters of employment, vocational
training and working conditions. It may be questioned whether the
normative flexibility and the (partially) reduced scope of the Directives
is really commensurate with the priority accorded by the Treaty and
the political organs of the Union to the effective implementation of
the principles of equal treatment and non-discrimination in the areas
in question.
It should also be noted that the Directives do not define the prohibited grounds for discriminatory treatment. Thus the Racial Equality
Directive contains no definition of the elusive term 'racial or ethnic

I r,o. See Ell is, Anli-lliscriminalion Law (note 11 above), p. 210.
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origin'. The recitals to the Directive acknowledge the highly problematic character of the concept by expressly stating (in Recital 6) that
the European Union "rejects theories which attempt to determine the
existence of separate human races. The use of the term "racial origin"
in this Directive does not imply an acceptance of such theories." Even
more elusive is the notion of "ethnic origin". Although one may assume at first sight that 'race' refers primarily to physiological distinctions
between people whereas 'ethnicity' is more closely linked to distinctions of a sociological, linguistic and cultural character, the distinction
is not that clear-cut, given that there is widespread consensus today
that 'race' is essentially a social and ideological construct which seeks
to provide political justification for the domination of one group over
another but lacks any 'objective' or scientific basis.'"' As regards 'ethnic
origin', the case law of the courts in Member States which already have
an anti-discrimination legislation in place (like the UK), seems to suggest that there is no straightforward definition of that concept, either.
Rather a number of historical, sociological and cultural criteria must
be carefully considered in order to distinguish ethnic groups from
other groupings, e.g. political or religious communities.'"~ It has already been noted that the application of the concept will raise difficult
issues with regard to the distinction between ethnic discrimination and
differences of treatment based on nationality, which remain permitted
under the Directive.
The same uncertainty surrounds the other prohibited grounds mentioned in Article 19 TFE U (ex Article 13 TEC). None of them has been
defined more precisely in the Framework Directive adopted to combat
discrimination based on religion or belief, disability, age, and sexual

151. SecS. Fredman. Comba1ing Ra<·ism wi1h lluman Riglus: The Righ11o Fquali1y, in: S. Fredman
(ed.). Discriminalion and Human Riglus: The Case of Racism, Oxf(ml 200 I, p. I 0.
152. In the rdcvalll rase law ol'll1c British couns, the Sikhs and 1hc Roma, or ,lravellcr'

have llllls been recognised a~ ethnic groups, while I his slat us has hccn denied
Muslims, sec Fllis, Atlli-lliscrintinalion Law (Hole 11 above), pp. Cll/32.

nHlliHIIIlily,

10 RasLal~uians a11d
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orientation in employment and vocational training matters. Given the
haste in which the framework legislation was adopted, this is not really
surprising. In relation to 'religion or belief', some guidance may be
obtained from the case-law of the European Court of Human Rights on
the scope of Article 9 of the European Convention of Human Rights,
which has adopted a rather broad view of the freedom of religion or
belief protected by that provision. "':1 Nevertheless, the limitation of the
Directive to religion or belief, which excludes political opinions from
the protection of the non-discrimination principle, remains problematic, although its respects the limits drawn by the enabling treaty
provision. Even more problems seem bound to arise with regard to the
interpretation of the concepts of 'disability', 'age' and 'sexual orientation', for which few precedents in national and international law
exist. Much discretion has therefore been left to the European Court
of Justice. Much as it has done with regard to sex discrimination, the
Court will have the task to articulate sensible principles in the other
fields of the non-discrimination law which the authorities and courts
of the Member States will have to follow in the application of the Directives. Until it does so, however, the present uncertainty surrounding
the anti-discrimination law in the fields of racial equality, religion or
belief, disability, age and sexual orientation will continue. So far~ the
Court has only dealt in greater detail with the concept of 'disability'
in the Framework Directive by deciding, in the Chac6n Navas case,
that disability has to be to distinguished from 'sickness', implying that
short-term or temporary impairment of a person's judgment does not
per se constitute an intellectual disability. 151
Despite these weaknesses, the Directives constitute real progress in the
fight against discrimination. They clearly define the types of conduct
which are to be outlawed with regard to the principle of equal treatment

153. See Kokkinakis v Greece, J udgmcnl of 25 May I 993, Series A, No. 260-A.

154. C-13/05 Sonia Chac6n Navas v Eurcst Colcc1ividades SA,judgmem of 11 July 2001i.
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in the covered areas. They are thus capable of being invoked by individual litigants to ensure that both direct and indirect discrimination are
banned with regard to those matters to which the Directives apply.tY>
Even within the limited context of employment and occupation, to
which the Framework Directive -unlike the Racial Equality Directive
-is limited, there is no doubt that the provisions of the Directive have
quite an extensive application. 1''n
Similarly, by imposing a duty on the Member States to ensure that
judicial and administrative procedures are available within their domestic legal systems for the enforcement of the obligations under the
Directives, and that organisations (such as NGOs and trade unions)
which have a legitimate interest in ensuring that their provisions are
complied with are given legal standing to bring cases on behalf or in
support of complainants, the Directives mandate important procedural reforms which are central to the successful implementation of the
substantive anti-discrimination law in practice. The same applies to
the rules on the reversal of the burden of proof with regard to the
identification of direct and indirect forms of discrimination once the
complainant has established facts from which it may be presumed that
there has been direct or indirect discrimination, since discriminatory
attitudes and practices nowadays are routinely disguised.
In institutional terms, the equality bodies envisaged by the Racial
Equality Directive also play a potentially vital role in ensuring that
equal treatment and non-discrimination become and remain a central
part of the national human rights agenda. It has convincingly been argued that the lack of such an independent monitoring body under the
Framework Directive is one of the Directive's major shortcomings. m
I:.:;. Ell is, Anti-lli<crimination Law (note 11 above). p. 21 :i.

l!iti. R. Whittle, The hamcwork Directive I<Jr equal treatment in cmploymctll and ocwpation: an
analy<is from a disability rights pnspcctive, Europ<·au Law Review 27 (2002), p. :120.
157. Whittle, Framework llirellive (note 27 above), p. :12r>.
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VI. Conclusion
The European Union has a long and rather successful tradition in promoting greater equality between the two sexes, in particular in matters
related to employment and occupation. Over the last decade, it has
also assumed a greater role in the fight against discrimination outside
the area of gender equality. However, its efforts in this respect are still
far from comprehensive, as can easily be shown by the limited number
of grounds on which anti-discrimination action of the EU is possible
under Article 19 TFEU, when compared with anti-discrimination clauses in contemporary human rights treaties like Article 1 of the Twelfth
Protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights. In addition,
important conceptual uncertainties continue to exist concerning the
material scope of the action to be taken, as is evident in the discussion
whether the EU equality policies should extend to areas other than
employment and occupation, which has been the case so far only in
relation to racial and ethnic discrimination.
There also seems to exist a certain reluctance on the part of the Member States to accept a greater role of the EU in the promotion of equal
treatment policies which go beyond the "traditional" policies in favour
of greater sex equality at the workplace. As the most recent reports
of the Fundamental Rights Agency of the European Union show, the
transposition of the Racial Equality Directive and the Framework
Directive into the domestic legal systems of the Member States has
often been slow and incomplete, and their practical impact remains
limited. 1"H

15H. Sec European A~t:O>L)' hn Fundantcntal Ri~hts, The Impact of the Racial Equality Directive,
Mardt 2010, p. 21; Annual Report 2010, pp. 92-103 (both rq10rts arc a\"ailablc at hrtp://lra.
eJJropa.eu).
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Despite these difficulties, the involvement of EU in the area of nondiscrimination remains vital and indispensable: while the principles
of equal treatment and non-discrimination also form a central part of
modern human rights law, the intervention of international human
rights bodies on these issues will in most cases remain limited, in accordance with the limited powers of supervision these bodies have been
given. Discrimination, however, constitutes in many cases a structural
problem which is deeply rooted in administrative as well as social practices and attitudes. The European Union, with its impressive legislative
machinery and its well-established and resourceful monitoring bodies
(Court of Justice, European Commission, Fundamental Rights Agency)
seems far better equipped to tackle the underlying systemic roots of
discrimination than any other existing supranational or international
institution. 159

15H.

It is fiH..'rd()rC no accident that ill its SCIIIinal decision 011 thl' discrilllillalion or Roma children
in the Ctcch school sysu~m the European Couns of lluman Ri~hts, when applyin~ the nondis<..:rimination principle laid down in i\.niclc 14 of th~ Convcntiott, drew hca\'ily on com:cpls
like indirect discri1nittation and reversal of hurdnt of proof 011 tl1c hasis of' statist icalcviclctKl' in
discrimincuiou cases which had already been lirmly established in the casc-la\\ of the European
Coun of.Justin_· and in Europeau Union leg-islation al 1he 1ime, sec Case of D.ll. and Others v
the Czech Rcpuhlic • .Jurlgmcllt of I~ November 2007 ((;ra11rl Chamber), paras. KI-91, IK7 (available at hllp://cmiskp.echr.coc.illt.).
1
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PONENCIA

K.

PIETERS

THE EU 2020 STRATEGY:
BUILDING A MORE RELIABLE
PATTERN TO EVALUATE GENDER
EQUALITY IN CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE
Dr. K. Pieters 1t;o

1. Introduction
The European Commission (Commission) released its Communication
'Europe 2020 A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth' on
3 March 20 l 0 in which the Commission emphasised the importance
of strong European values such as democratic institutions, respect for

l!iO. The author is senior researcher European Law at the TM.C. /\"er lo"titutc in The lla!,'lle, The
Netherlatuls.
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the environment, cultural diversity and respect for gender equality. 161
About gender equality, the Commission exposes some structural weaknesses in the European Union (EU) such as the lower percentage of
working women compared to working men.
Moving out of the crisis is the immediate challenge, but the biggest
challenge is to escape the reflex to try to return to the pre-crisis situation. Even before the crisis, there were many areas where Europe
was not progressing fast enough relative to the rest of the world: In
spite of progress, Europe's employment rates- at 69% on average for
those aged 20-64 - are still significantly lower than in other parts of
the world. Only 63% of women are in work compared to 76% of men.
The Commission concludes that policies to promote gender equality
will be needed to increase labour force participation thus adding to
growth and social cohesion. Therefore, the EU must act now, since the
EU's workforce is about to shrink compared to the United States (US)
and Japan. A raise in the employment rate of women could partially
help to solve the problem. Also at national level, the Member States
will need to increase gender equality. The Commission, however~ did
not indicate any further specific measures to reach these objectives in
its Communication.
The European Parliament (Parliament) has criticised the Commission's
Communication in its resolution of 15 May 20 10. u;~ The Parliament is
of the opinion that the plans of the Commission have been designed
without taking into account a gender perspective. The Parliament states that women have been largely excluded from the decision-making
on economic and financial recovery measures. The Parliament remarks

llil.

Communication from the Conuuissiou of' 3 March 2010. Europe 2020 A strategy !in· sman.
sustaiuable and inclusive growth, COM (2010) 2020.

162. Sec dommcut
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that while in a first phase of the global economic crisis male-dominated
sectors of the economy are particularly hit (such as the car industry,
construction industry, etc. .. ) it is obvious that··the middle- and longterm effects of the global economic crisis will have a serious effects
on sectors where women work, in particular public sectors such as
social, health and care services. Therefore the Parliament asks for a
new, stronger and better targeted EU Recovery Plan which is genderequality streamlined in all of its components and further supports the
proposal of the Spanish Presidency to set a gender-equality headline
target for the EU 2020 Strategy. Further the Parliament insists on a
specific chapter on gender equality in the Strategy, complementing the
gender mainstreaming principle; points out that such a specific chapter should address all issues of the 2020 Strategy specifically aimed to
contribute to greater equality between women and men, such as review
of social protection systems with a view to abolish elements that generate gender inequalities, securing better working conditions in sectors
where women work, decrease involuntary part time unemployment,
gender equality in training and education etc. .. Finally the Parliament
calls for a target to reduce the gender pay gap to 0-5% by 2020.
There are many studies about the influence of women in companies,
but not about the influence of women in senior management positions.
The purpose of this article is to put emphasis on the importance of
equal representation of men and women in senior positions in the
business society. The under-representation of women on boards of directors has been recognised as a problem in countries across the globe.
Boards of companies around the world are under growing pressure to
choose female directors. The under-representation of women in the
board room of company's results from complex causes. Dezso and Ross
examined the influence of women in senior management. 11 ;:; In 1992
Iti~.

C. lkzso and D. Ross, Cirl 1\Jwcr: h·malc l':micipation in "lop Mana)(CillCIII and Finu Perf(muaut·c. Workin)( paper, Maryland University of Maryland and Columbia Busiucss School 2008,
PI'· 1-%.
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0.2 % of the firms had a female chief executive officer (CEO), while
in 2006 6 % of the firms had a female CEO. They point at the fact
that female participation in top management varies considerably by
industry. Consumer-oriented industries, the financial services sector
and the 'new economy' have the highest rates of female participation.
Traditional industries like agriculture, petroleum, natural gas and shipping containers have the lowest. 164
This article aims at finding causes of the lack of female participation
in top management positions and attempts at finding solutions to improve female participation in top management positions. After this
introduction (I), some basic facts about women in the board room will
be offered (2). Second some positive and negative aspects of female
participation in corporate governance will be presented (3). Next, the
legal position of women at European level will be analysed (4) after
which the main problems/causes of the lack of female participation
in top managemenL will be presemed (5). The next paragraph of this
article (6) will look for solutions to improve the participation of women
at corporate governance level in Europe. Finally, some conclusions will
be drawn (7).

2.

Some basic facts about women
in corporate governance

2.1. Definition of corporate governance
Corporate governance involves a set of relationships between a
company's management, its board, its shareholders and other stakeholders. Corporate governance also provides the structure through

lti4. C. llczso and ll. Rms,
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which the objectives of the company are set, and the means of attaining
those objectives and monitoring performance are determiued. 1'; 5
Parties involved in corporate governance include the CEO, the board
of directors, management, shareholders and the auditors. A CEO is
the corporate officer at the top of a company in charge of total management of an organisation. The CEO's duty has two dimensions: he
or she facilitates business outside of the company (external duty) and
also guides employees and other executive officers (internal duty). In
some Member States, there are two boards presided by two different
individuals. The executive board takes care of the daily business of
the company and the supervisory board controls the purpose of the
business. The CEO presides over the board and the chairman presides
over the supervisory board. The board of directors often plays a key
role in corporate governance. It is their responsibility to endorse the
organisation's strategy, develop directional policy, appoint, supervise
and remunerate senior executives and to ensure accountability of the
organisation to its owners and authorities. 11 ;';
2.2. Facts around the world and in Europe specifically
In the US in 2007, women held 14.8 percent of the fortune 500 corporate board seats. In Canada in 2006, l 0.6 percent of the corporate
board seats were occupied by women; in Australia 8. 7 percent, in japan
0.4 percent. In 2005, Europe had 8 percent women in the boardroom.
This number increased by 2009: 9. 7 percent of the corporate boardroom seats of the EU s Top 300 companies were occupied by women. In
Europe there is an enormous disparity of women in the boardroom between the different Member States. 11 ;7 The following percentages result

lG'J. OEClll'rincipks of l\J99.
ltiG. Source:

Wikipedi~

2010.

lti7. Data hum the European Hoard Women Monitor 200H.
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from a study done by the European Board Women Monitor in 2008:
France has 7.6 percent women in the boardroom; Germany 7.8 percent; United Kingdom (UK) 11.5 percent; Italy 2.1 percent; Belgium 7
percent; Spain 6.6 percent; Portugal 0.8 percent; Norway 44.2 percent;
Sweden 26.9 percent; Finland 25.7 percent and Denmark 18.1 percent. There are significant differences across the Member States. The
Scandinavian countries have the highest female participation in the
boardroom, followed by the UK and Germany. Another survey shows
similar results even for CEO positions. Again Scandinavia leads, with
22% of female directors in Norway and 17% in Sweden. Anglo-Saxon
countries follow closely, with 13% of female directors in the USA, 9%
in Australia and 7% in the UK. WH

3.

Some positive and negative effects of female
participation in corporate governance

The first question that should be answered is if it is really favourable to
have women in the boardroom of a company. Some researchers such
as Dezso and Ross, have empirically examined female participation in
senior management in order to provide evidence on the relationship
betwee·n firm quality and female participation in senior management.
They made a distinction between participation of women in senior
management below CEO level and in the CEO position. They used
indicators such as the Tobin's Q, a standard measure of firm performance, defined as the ratio of the market value of a firm's assets to
their replacement value. Dezso and Ross came to the conclusion that
female participation in top management is strongly associated with
firm quality, even after controlling for observable and unobservable,
time-invariant firm characteristics and prior levels of firm quality. Ih~

Hi8.

Ethical lnvesllncnt Research Service, 2004. Z. K. Kroupova, 'The Role of \Vomen in Interna-

tional Business World and in the Czech Republic', Acta Oeconomica Pragensia 4/2009, p. 35.

I G9. C. llczso and D. Ross, p. I !i.
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Another interesting conclusion concerns the difference between female participation in senior management below CEO level and in the
CEO position. Female participation in senior mana~ement below CEO
level has a strong positive association with firm performance but having a female CEO has a neutral or negative effect. 170 Another study
about women in senior management positions has been carried out by
Adams and Ferreira. 171 Adams and Ferreira examined whether female
directors affect the functioning of boards. According to their evidence,
women have fewer attendance problems than men.
Moreover, having women directors on boards improves the attendance
behavior of male directors. Boards with greater gender diversity meet
more often and offer more performance-based pay to board members.
Adams and Ferreira came to the conclusion that women have a positive
impact on how boards are governed. In a 4-year study done by Catalyst
of 353 Fortune 500 companies, it was concluded that companies with
the highest representation of women on their top management experience better financial performance: the return on equity is 35 percent
higher and the total return to shareholders is 34 percent higher. Higher profits are essential in times of global financial and economic crisis
and women might even prevent other financial crises in the future. m
A study carried out by McKinsey & Company Women Matter of 2007
concludes that companies with 3 or more women in senior management score higher than companies with no women at the top on 9 criteria of organisational excellence: leadership, direction, accountability,
coordination and control, innovation, external orientation, capability,

170. C. lkzso and ll. Ross, p.

~0.

171. R. !\dams and D. Ferreira, Women in the hoard room and their impart on govcrnanrc and pcrl(mnancc 200H, Working paper, u nivlTsity of ~uccnslatod, !.on don School on:conomil·s, CEPR
and FC< ;J, 200H.
172. 'The Bollom Line: Conne(·fing Corporalc l'crf(Jnnancc with Ccudcr Diversity' 2004, research
rq>orl hy Catalys1, New York, San .Jose and 'l(lrotllo.
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motivation, work environment and values. 173 Other positive elements
are that women are better managers when dealing with other people
is critical and difficult and women offer more creative solutions. What
about the negative aspects of women in the boardroom? Most studies
about female participation in corporate governance only mention the
positive aspects of having women on board. Deszo and Ross mention
some negative effects of which the most notable are: women may be
less effective, women dislike competitive environments such as found
in the boardroom, diversity in gender may lead to diverse opinions,
thus slowing down the decision-making process and some males resist
working with females. Further Deszo and Ross came to the conclusion
that having a female CEO has a neutral or negative effect. When companies hire a women to respond to political and social pressure to hire
a woman at senior level, this might have adverse effects.
The woman, as the only female participant in the board, is under
pressure to perform and the board itself underestimates the female
participant, since she was only hired as a response to external pressure.
This phenomenon is called 'tokenism'.
In-conclusion it can be stated that the positive elements, and primary
the fact that female participation in senior management results in higher profits, overshadow the negative elements.

4.

The legal evolution of equal treatment of
men and women at European level

In this paragraph, a chronological overview of interesting evolutions
in the EU legislation and jurisprudence as regards gender equality will
be presented. In l 957, equal pay for men and women was inserted

173.

"Women Mall er: ( ;euder diversily. a corporate performance driver· 2007. research report by
M{'Kinscy & Company, Pa.rh-1.
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in article 119 of the European Economic Community (EEC)-lreaty of
Rome.

Article 119
Each Member State shall in the course of the first stage ensure and
subsequently maintain the application of the principle of equal remuneration for equal work as between men and women workers. For the
purposes of this Article, remuneration shall mean the ordinary basic or
minimum wage or salary and any additional emoluments whatsoever
payable directly or indirectly, whether in cash or in kind, by the employer to the worker and arising out of the workers' employment. Equal
remuneration without discrimination based on sex means: (a)_ that remuneration for the same work at piece-rates shall be calculated on the
basis of the same unit of measurement; and (b) that remuneration for
work at time-rates shall be the same for the same job.
Article 119 EEC-Treaty on equal pay was recognised by the European
Court of Justice (ECJ) as a provision having direct effect in the case
Defrenne v Sabena. 171 The applicant brought an action before the
Tribunal du 'Iravail (Labour Court) in Brussels for compensation for
the loss she had incurred in terms of salary, allowance on termination
of contract and pension in comparison with male members of the
crew performing identical duties. The Belgian appeal court referred
the case to the ECJ for preliminary ruling. The ECJ replied that the
principle of equal treatment contained in article 119 EEC-Treaty may
be relied upon before the national courts and that these courts have a
duty to ensure the protection of the rights which this pmvision grants
to individuals, in particular as regards those types of discrimination
arising directly fium legislative provisions or collective labour agreements, as well as in cases in which men and women receive unequal

174. Ca'e 43/7!\. lldrenne v Sahena. I '17() ECR 4!\5.
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pay for equal work which is carried out in the same establishment or
service, whether private or public.
This basic rule was much later supported by secondary European legislation: Council Directive 75/11 7/EEC of 10 February 197 5 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States relating to the application of the principle of equal pay for men and women and Council
Directive 76/207 /EEC of9 February 1976 on the implementation of the
principle of equal treatment for men and women as regards access to
employment, vocational training and promotion, and working conditions.175 These directives were repealed by Directive 2006/54/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 5 July 2006 on the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities and equal treatment
of men and women in matters of employment and occupation. m
It is interesting though to have a look at former Directive 76/207/EEC
as it regards equal access of men and women to employment, including
promotion. Already in 1976, it was defined that promotion to senior
positions in companies should be equally accessible for men and women. Article 1 of Directive 76/207/EEC emphasises that the aim of the
directive is to implement the principle of equal treatment for men and
women as regards access to employment, including promotion, and to
vocational training, and as regards working conditions and, on certain
conditions, to social security. This means that 'there shall be no discrimination whatsoever on grounds of sex either directly or indirectly by
reference in particular to marital or family status' . 177 Member States
had to take the measures necessary 'to ensure that: (a) any laws, regulations and administrative provisions contrary to the principle of equal

I 75. OJ L 45 of 19 Fd~ruary 197!\, pp. 19-20 and OJ 1976 L 39, pp. 40-42, amended by Directive
2002/73/EC of 1he European Parliament and of the Council of 23 September 2002. OJ 2002
L 269, p. 15.
I 76. OJ L 204 of 2li July 200li, pp. 2:1-:16.
177. An. 2 (I) and an. 5 (I) Directive 76/207/EEC.
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treatment shall be abolished; (b) any provisions contrary to the principle of equal treatment which are included in collective agreements, individual contracts of employment, internal rules. of undertakings or in
rules governing the independent occupations and professions shall be,
or may be declared, null and void or may be amended; (c) those laws,
regulations and administrative provisions contrary to the principle
of equal treatment when the concern for protection which originally
inspired them is no longer well founded shall be revised; and where
similar provisions are included in collective agreements labour and
management shall be requested to undertake the desired revision'.' 7"
The EU Council had to ensure the principle of equal treatment of men
and women in matters of social security. 179
In March 2009 the Spanish Tribunal Superior de Justicia de Galicia
submitted an interesting preliminary question to the ECJ involving Directive 76/207/EEC. 1" 0 The question is about a Spanish law that allows
employed mothers to leave the work floor to feed the unweaned child,
but does not mention the father. The Spanish judge wanted to know
whether the Spanish law infringes the principle of equal treatment,
which prohibits discrimination on grounds of sex, in other words
whether the Spanish law is compatible with the Directive 76/207/EEC
on the implementation of the principle of equal treatment for men
and women as regards access to employment, vocational training and
promotion, and working conditions. The questions referred by the Tribunal Superior de Justicia de Galicia are as follows: Does a national law
(specifically, Article 37.4 of the Workers' Statute) which recognises only
employed mothers, but not employed fathers, as holders of the right
to paid leave in respect of the feeding of an unweaned child infringe

17/l. An. 5 (2) llireuivc 76/207/EEC.
17~1.

An. I (2) !Jircclivc 76/207/EEC.

!HO. Case C-104/09; Rckrencc li>r a preliminary nding lium the 'lhbunal Superior de JnSiicia de
(;aJicia (Spain) lodged on 1~1 March 2009, Pcdro Manncl Roca Alvan:' v Sesa Starl Espaiia ETT
SA, 0] C 141 of20]unc 200~1. p. 22.
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the principle of equal treatment, which prohibits discrimination on
grounds of sex, and is recognised in Article 13 of the Treaty, in Council
Directive 76/207/EEC of 9 February 1976 on the implementation of
the principle of equal treatment for men and women as regards access to employment, vocational training and promotion, and working
conditions, and in Directive 2002/73 of 23 September 2002 amending
Council Directive 76/207/EEC on the implementation of the principle
of equal treatment for men and women as regards access to employment, vocational training and promotion, and working conditions. 181
Paid leave consists of a half-hour reduction in the working day or an
hour taken off from work that may be divided into two parts, which is
voluntary, paid for by the employer and may be taken until the child
is nine months old.
An unweaned child is a child who is still dependent on mother's milk.

This questions discrimination towards men and not towards women.
According to the Spanish law, the mother is allowed to leave her work
to breastfeed the baby, a half-hour to an hour a day. There are no rights
for the htther to leave work to feed the baby. At first sight the father
should not have rights to feed an unweaned child, since the mother
is the responsible feeder. However, an unweaned child can also drink
bottled mother's milk. If the baby is dependent on mother's milk, it
might still be possible that the father leaves the work floor to feed
the baby with bottled mother's milk. This might be an option if the
father's working place is closer to the baby than the working place of
the mother. So, there are situations in which it would be preferable that
the father leaves his work for a half-hour. When the baby only drinks
powder milk, the baby will be fed by the care-taker of the child-care
facility, and not by the mother or the father. There is only the right
to leave the working place when the baby drinks mother's milk. The
answer to this question however will be answered by the ECJ.

l HI. OJ L 2G9/l5 of 5 October 2002.
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In 1997, article 141 of the Treaty of Amsterdam reiterated the principle of equal pay for male and female workers, but contains also the
principle of equal opportunities and treatment of men and women in
matters of employment and occupation. This means that a full equality
between men and women in working life is guaranteed. Men and women are entitled to the equal opportunities in respect of their employment. For the first time, it is legally ensured that men and women have
the right to be appointed for all positions at any level in the company
if they possess the necessary qualifications.
Article 141
I. Each Member State shall ensure that the principle of equal pay for male
and female workers for equal work or work of equal value is applied.
2. For the purpose of this article, "pay" means the ordinary basic or
minimum wage or salary and any other consideration, whether in
cash or in kind, which the worker receives directly or indirectly, in
respect of his employment, from his employer. Equal pay without
discrimination based on sex means: (a) that pay for the same work
at piece rates shall be calculated on the basis of the same unit of
measurement; (b) that pay for work at time rates shall be the same
for the same job.
3. The Council, acting in accordance with the procedure referred to in
Article 251, and after consulting the Economic and Social Committee, shall adopt measures to ensure the application of the principle
of equal opportunities and equal treatment of men and women in
matters of employment and occupation, including the principle of
equal pay for equal work or work of equal value.
4. With a view to ensuring fi11l equality in practice between men and
women in working life, the principle of equal treatment shall not
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prevent any Member State from maintaining or adopting measures
providing for specific advantages in order to make it easier for the
underrepresented sex to pursue a vocational activity or to prevent or
compensate for disadvantages in professional careers.
Another important article of the Treaty of Amsterdam is Article 13, in
which it is defined that the Council should take unanimously action
to combat discrimination based on sex. 18 ~ This provision resulted in
important European directives about the equal treatment of men and
women, being the Council Directive 2000/78/EC establishing a general
framework for equal treatment in employment, also called the 'Employment Directive' and Council Directive 2004!113/EC implementing
the principle of equal treatment between men and women in access to
and supply of goods and services, also called the 'Gender Directive' . 183
'The Gender Directive does not apply in the field of equal treatment
between men and women in matters of employment and occupation
and will not be discussed here. Directive 2000/78/EC however does
apply to all persons, working in the public and private sector, including public bodies, in relation to: (a) conditions for access to employment, to self-employment or to occupation, including selection criteria
and recruitment conditions, whatever the branch of activity and at all
levels of the professional hierarchy, including promotion; (b) access to
all types and to all levels of vocational guidance, vocational training,
advanced vocational training and retraining, including practical work
experience; (c) employment and working conditions, including dismisI K2. Anidc 13 EC::Ircary, para. I. Wilhoul prejudice 10 the olher provisions ofrhis '[reary and wirhin
the limits of the powers conkrred by it upon the Community, rhe Council, aning unanimously
on a proposal lrom the Conunission and after consultiug the European Parliament, may rake
appropriate action lo romhal discriminalion based on sex, racial or clhni(_· origin, rdigio11 or
hdicC disability, ag(_' or sexual oricntatioll.
11!3. Couucil Directive 2000/11l/EC: of 27 November 2000 esrablishiug a general framework !or equal
treallnenl in employmcnl ami occupalion, Oj l. 303 of 2 December 2000, pp. I (J--22 and Uireclive 2004/1 13/EC of 13 December 2004 implementiug rhe principle of equalln-armenl berwecn
1nen aud women in I he access to and supply of goods and services, Of L :n:{/37 of 21 December
2004, I'· :{7.
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sals and pay; (d) membership of, and involvement in, an organisation
of workers or employers, or any organisation whose members carry
on a particular profession, including the benefits provided for by such
organisations. 1H1 This directive gives men and women equal rights to
access to employment at all levels of the professional hierarchy including promotion. Women should be given equal opportunities to make
promotion in a company and climb up to the top-level of the company.
In very limited circumstances, a difference of treatment may be justified where a characteristic related to religion or belief, disability, age or
sexual orientation constitutes a genuine and determining occupational
requirement, when the objective is legitimate and the requirement is
proportionate.
Directive 2000/78/EC lays down minimum requirements. The Member
States are allowed to maintain or introduce more favourable provisions
as regards the equal treatment of men and women. The question can
be raised whether this means that the Member States may maintain or
introduce positive discrimination towards women. This question can
be positively answered since Article 141 (4) of the EC-Treaty allows
positive discrimination towards women by the Member States. 1H5 It is
defined that EU law does not prevent Member States from maintaining or adopting measures providing for specific advantages to make it
easier for the under-represented sex to pursue a vocational activity or
to prevent or compensate for disadvantages in professional careers. JHii
Finally, it is worth-mentioning that it is up to the Member States to

ltH. Art. 3 (I) llirenive 2000/7S/EC.
IS''· Cli-. inli·a, p. 7. So thus the preamble orllirccJivc 200Gii'd/EC or !i July 2006 ou the implemeutatiou of the principle of equal opportunitic~ and e<Jualtn..:atmcnt of men and women in tnaucrs

or employment and <Kmpation.
I HG. Prcamhlc 22.
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provide for effective, proportionate and dissuasive sanctions in case of
breaches of the obligations under this Directive. tR?
Article 141 (3) of the "Ii:eaty of Amsterdam served as the legal basis of
Directive 2006/54/EC of 5 July 2006 on the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities and equal treatment of men and women in
matters of employment and occupation. 188 This Directive repeals Council
Directive 75/117 /EEC of 10 February 1975 on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to the application of the principle of
equal pay for men and women and Council Directive 76/207/EEC of 9
I<ebruary 1976 on the implementation of the principle of equal treatment
for men and women as regards access to employment, vocational training
and promotion, and working conditions. Directive 2006/54/EC contains
provisions that relate to women in senior positions in companies since
Article 14 of this directive prohibits discrimination on grounds of sex in
public or private sector in relation to conditions for access to employment, to self-employment or to occupation, including selection criteria
and recruitment conditions, whatever the branch of activity and at all
levels of the professional hierarchy, including promotion. Interesting is
thar it is defined that an exception to the principle of equal treatment
between men and women should be limited to those occupational activities which necessitate the employment of a person of a particular sex
by reason of their nature or the context in which they are carried out,
provided that the objective sought is legitimate and complies with the

IH7. Artide 4 of llireuive ~000/7H/H:. (kmpational rr·quirements: I. Notwithstanding Artide 2(1)
and (2). Member States may provide that a di!Tcrcnce of treatment which is based on a charac·
tcristic related to any of t.he grounds referred lOin Artidc l shall not constitute discritnination
where. by reason of the nature of the partintlar occupational activities c..:onccrned or of the conrcxt in whifh thCy arc <.:arried out, such a <.:haractcristic constitutes a genuine and dt·tcnnining
occupational requirement, provided that the objet.:tive is legitimate and the requirem('ll\ is proportionate.
U!H. Directive 2006/54/EC of the European l~trliament and of the Council of,-, .July 2006 on the
implementation oft.hc principle ofC(]Ual opportunities and equal treatment of men and WOIIJ('Il
in mallcrs of employment and occupation, OJ l. 204 of 26.July 2006, pp. 23-36.
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principle of proportionality. 1H!J Another interesting evolution is that the
EU calls in the preamble of this directive for the promotion of the raising
of public awareness at European and national level. of wage discrimination and the changing of public attitudes to the greatest possible extent.
As regards gender equality, the Treaty of Lisbon of 2009 has brought

some changes. The important provisions about gender equality are
inserted in the Treaty on the functioning of the European Union
(TFEU) and are as follows:

Article 2: new in the TEU
The Union is founded on the values of respect for human ~dignity,
freedom, democracy, equality, the rule of law and respect for human
rights, including the rights of persons belonging to minorities. These
values are common to the Member States in a society in which pluralism, non-discrimination, tolerance, justice, solidarity and equality
between women and men prevail.

Article 3§3 TEU (ex article 2 TEC)

IH9. Article 14 Prohibition of dist.Timinatiou I. 'l'llt.Tc sl1all he 110 direct or indircn discriuliJtatiOJI 011
grounds of sex inllw puhli(' or pri\'atc senors. iududing puhlic bodies. iu n..;lationto: (a) umditions for an_·css to employment. to sclf-cmployBH'Ill or 10 occupation. including sdt.·ctiou criteria
and R't.Tuitmcnt conditions, whatC\'lT the branch of activity and at all kvds of the prok·ssioual
hi<:rarc..:hy, including promotion; (IJ) an_·c..;ss to all typt.·s and to all levels of voGuional g-uidanc:c:,
nKationaltraiuing, advanced vocational I raining- a11d rei raining, inchuling practical work c.·xpcrit·nce; (c) cmploymciH and working conditions, including dismissals, as well as pay as provided
for in Ani de 141 of Ihe 'li·c;tly; (d) HICJllhaship of~ and involn:lllcnt in, an organisation of workers or cmployc.·rs, or any organisation whose.~ mc.~mbc.-rs rarry 011 a parlit·ular profession, induding
the.· l)('ndits provided for by sud1 organisations. 2. Membc.·r States I nay provide, a.~ rc.~gards access
to t·mploynlt.'lll including du: training kading thereto, that a dificrc:ntt' of trcallnc.·nt which is
hascd on a characteristic rdatcd to sex shall not constil.lltc discrimination where. by rt•ason of the
nai.Hrc of the partindar ocotpat.ioual activities concerned or of tile context in whi<:h they arc Gl.fric.~d out, sud1 a characteristic constitutes a gc.·mtinc.~ and c.lclc.'rmining occupational rcquircmc.·nt,
provided that its ol~jcctivc is lcgitimalc and the requirement is proponionatc.·.
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3.The Union shall establish an internal market. It shall work for
the sustainable development of Europe based on balanced economic growth and price stability, a highly competitive social
market economy, aiming at full employment and social progress,
and a high level of protection and improvement of the quality
of the environment. It shall promote scientific and technological advance.
It shall combat social exclusion and discrimination, and shall promote
social justice and protection, equality between women and men, solidarity between generations and protection of the rights of the child.
It shall promote economic, social and territorial cohesion, and solidarity among Member States.
The rights, freedoms It shall respect its rich cultural and linguistic diversity, and shall ensure that Europe's cultural heritage is safeguarded
and enhanced.

Article 6§1 TEU (ex Declaration nr. 23)
l.The Union recognises the rights, freedoms and principles set out
in the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the European Union of
7 December 2000, as adapted at Strasbourg, on 12 December 2007,
which shall have the same legal value as the ·rreaties.
'The provisions of the Charter shall not extend in any way the competences of the Union as defined in the ·rreaties.
and principles in the Charter shall be interpreted in accordance with
the general provisions in Title VII of the Charter governing its interpretation and application and with due regard to the explanations referred
to in the Charter, that set out the sources of those provisions.
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Article 8 TFEU (ex Article 3(2) TEC)
In all its activities, the Union shall aim to eliminat~ inequalities, and to
promote equality, between men and women.

Article 10: new in the TFEU
In defining and implementing its policies and actlvJtJes, the Union
shall aim to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin,
religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation.

Article 19 TFEU (ex Article 13 TEC)
1. Without prejudice to the other provisions of the Treaties and within the
limits of the powers conferred by them upon the Union, the Council,
acting unanimously in accordance with a special legislative procedure
and after obtaining the consent of the European Parliament, may take
appropriate action to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or
ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation.
2. By way of derogation from paragraph 1, the European Parliament
and the Council, acting in accordance with the ordinary legislative
procedure, may adopt the basic principles of Union incentive measures, excluding any harmonisation of the laws and regulations of
the Member States, to support action taken by the Member States in
order to contribute to the achievement of the objectives referred to in
paragraph 1.

Article 153 TFEU (ex Article 137 TEC)
With a view to achieving the objectives of Article 151, the Union shall
support and complement the activities of the Member States in the
following fields: ... (i) equality between men and women with regard to
labour market opportunities and treatment at work ...
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Article 157 TFEU (ex Article 141 TEC)
1. Each Member State shall ensure that the principle of equal pay tor male
and female workers tor equal work or work of equal value is applied.
2. For the purpose of this Article, 'pay' means the ordinary basic or minimum wage or salary and any other consideration, whether in cash
or in kind, which the worker receives directly or indirectly, in respect
of his employment, from his employer. Equal pay without discrimination based on sex means: that pay for the same work at piece rates
shall be calculated on the basis of the same unit of measurement; that
pay tor work at time rates shall be the same for the same job.
3. The European Parliament and the Council, acting in accordance
with the ordinary legislative procedure, and after consulting the
Economic and Social Committee, shall adopt measures to ensure
the application of the principle of equal opportunities and equal
t.reatment of men and women in matters of employment and occupation, including the principle of equal pay for equal work or work
of equal value.
4. With a view to ensuring full equality in practice between men and
women in working lite, the principle of equal treatment shall not
prevent any Member State hum maintaining or adopting measures
providing tor specific advantages in order to make it easier tor the
underrepresented sex to pursue a vocational activity or to prevent or
compensate tor disadvantages in professional careers.
cfhe most significant change is inserted in article 157 of the TFEU
(ex article 141 TEC). It is now the task of the European Parliament
and the EU Councii together and not a privilege of the EU Council
alone, to adopt measures to apply the principle of equal opportunities
and equal treatment of men and women in matters of employment
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and occupation. Unanimity is not longer required, but the adoption
of the measures should be taken place alongside the normal legislative
procedure, which is since the entry into force of the TFEU, qualified
majority. The TFEU also inserted a new article 10 which stipulates that
the EU has to combat discrimination based on sex, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation. This article
is in fact a reiteration of article 8 of the TFEU.
It can be concluded that at European level women have enforceable
legal rights to have equal access to all levels of the professional hierarchy. Women have equal rights and opportunities as men to participate
in senior management positions. According to European legislation,
a man and a woman with similar qualifications and experience have
equal rights to access the position of CEO in a company.

5.

Why is the European principle of gender
equality not effective in corporate
governance? Problems encountered.

Women and men have equal rights and opportunities as regards the
participation in senior management positions. Equal rights have very
little to do with equal participation in the boardroom. In this paragraph the most important problems that prevent women from entering
the boardroom will be presented.

5.1 The nature of corporate governance legislation: the
law itself is keeping women out of the boardroom
Corporate governance is the system by which companies are directed
and controlled. 1'' 0 It encompasses both the legal framework surrounding the managerial core of company law and the broader institutional
190. llclinitionl>y 1he Ca<lbury rq>orl, lkporl of I he Commiuce on I he Huaucial Aspects ofCorporale ( ~o\·entaucc at 20.!"J.
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context in which corporate decision-making takes place. 191 The legal
framework as regards corporate governance in the EU contains EU
Directives and some Regulations. The most important directives and
regulations are:
Directive 2009/l 09/EC as regards reporting and documentation requirements in the case of mergers and divisions 192 ;
Directive 2007/63/EC as regards the requirement of an independent
expert's report on the occasion of merger or division of public limited
liability companies 1!1'l;
Directive 2007/36/EC on the exercise of certain rights of shareholders
in listed companies 194 ;
Directive 2006/68/EC amending Council Directive 77/91/EEC as
regards the formation of public limited liability companies and the
maintenance and alteration of their capital 105 ;

191. A.Johnsloll, EC Regulation of Corporate Covcmance, Canrbrigde, Cambridge U11iversi1y Press
2009, p. l.
192. Directive 2009/109/EC of the European l'arliamclll and of the Council of 16 September 2009
amending Councilllircctivcs 77/91/EEC, 7H/H55/EEC and 1:12/H!ll/EEC, and Directive 2005/56/
EC as regards reporting and documentation requirements in the ca.se of mergers and divisions.

1911. Directive 2007/ti:{JEC of the European l'drliarm:lll and of tile Council of 1:> November 2007
anrendi11g Council Dir.:clives 7H/H55/EEC and H2/H9l/EF.C as regards the requircrnent of an
iudcpcndelll expert's report 011 the occasion of mcrA'er or division of public limited liability
cortlpanies.

194. llircclivc 2007t{ti/EC t>f the European Parlianrcnl and of the Cou11cil of 11 July 2007
cxcrci"· of certain rights of shareholders in listed companies (14. 7.2007).
1\JG.
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Directive 2005/56/EC on cross-border mergers of limited liability companies'%; Directive 2004/25/EC on takeover bids 1!' 7 ;
Directive 2003/58/EC amending Council Directive 68/151/EEC as regards disclosure requirements in respect of certain types of companies;
Directive 2001/86/EC supplementing the Statute for a European company with regard to the involvement of employees 1''H;
Directive 2009/102/EC in the area of company law on single-member
private limited liability companies!!''';
Eleventh Council Directive 89/666/EEC concerning disclosure requirements in respect of branches opened in a Member State by certain
types of company governed by the law of another State~ 1111 ;
Eighth Council Directive 84/253/EEC on the approval of persons
responsible for carrying out the statutory audits of accounting documents~01;

I!lti. llircclivc

~00:>/">li/FC

of I he European l'arliamcnl and of the Council of 21i Onohcr

~005

on

lToss-bordtT mergers of limited liability companies.

I 97. llircCiivc 2004/2">/EC of 21.04.2004 on lakcovcr bids.
19H. llirenivc 200'1/:)H/EC of lr>.7.200:~ anu:tuling- Councilllirectivc liH/1:>1/EEC, as rq(ards disdo·
sure rc<ptirentcms in res peel of t'CI'tain tvpes of companies; I lirecl ive 200 l/Hii/EC of H.! 0.200 l
supplementing the Statute J(Jr a European C01Hpany wilh regard IO tlu· involvemenl or employees.

199. llireclive 20ml/l 02/EC oft he 1-:ttropcan Parliament and oft he Council of lli Scplcntbcr ~009 in
I he area of company law on sing-k-m ember private limited liabilily contpanies.
200.

Elevenlh Council llircnive H!l/lilili/EEC of 21 llcccmbcr I !lH!l conccming- disclosure reqnireltlent~ in rc.spcct or branches opcnctl in a Memhcr State

by lite law of a11o1 her S1a1c.

by certain types of company governed
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Seventh Council Directive 83/349/EEC on consolidated

accounts~ 0 ~;

Sixth Council Directive 82/89 l/EEC concerning the division of public
limited liability companies 20 \
Fourth Council Directive 78/660/EEC on the annual accounts of certain types of companies 201 ;
Third Council Directive 78/855/EEC concerning mergers of public
limited liability companies 205 ;
Second Council Directive 77/9 1/EEC and Directive 2009/l 0 1/EC on
coordination of safeguards206 ;
Council regulation 2157/2001 on the Statute for a European company
(SEf07 and

202. SevcJ-ilh Council Directive ll:)/~>49/EEC of 1:{ June 198'{ based on I he Anide !\4 (3) (g) of I he
'Ji·caty Oil COll.SOiidated aCUHilllS.
203. Sixlh Council Directive 82/H\li/EEC of 17 December 19H2 based on Anide 54 (3) (g) of 1he
'lreaty, concerning I he division of pub lit· limited liability companies.
204. Hmnh Council Directive 78/!i(i()/EEC of 25 July 1978 based on Arlide
the annual acomnts of certain types of companies.

54(~{)

(g) of the 'lrealy on

205. Third Council Direnive 7H/ll55/EEC of9 October 1971! based on Article 54 (3) (g) ofdJC lreaty
conccming mergers of public limilcd liability companies.
206. Second Council Dircclivc 77/91/EEC of 13Deccmber 197() on coordination ofsakguanls which,
for tht' protection of the interests of members and otht·rs, arc required by Member States of
companies wilhin I he meaning of I he second paragraph of Arlidc 5ll of the ·lrcaty, in respect
of the fOrmation of public litnited liability companies and the maintenance aud alteration of
their rapilal, with a view to making sud1 safeguards equivalent and llireclive 2009/1 01/EC of the
European Parliament arHI of the Council of 16 September 2009 on coordiuatiou of safeguards
which, for the prolcclioll of the inlercsts of members and third partit·s, arc required by Member
States of companies wi1hin the meaning of the second paragraph of Artide 4H of 1h<· 'lreaty, wil h
a view to making such safeguards equivalent.
207. Council Regulation (EC) 2157/2001 ofll All!,'Ust 2001 onlhe Statute for a European company
(SE).
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Council regulation 213 7/85 on the European Economic Interest Grouping (EE1Gf08 .
None of these European legislative instruments contain provlSlons
about the female representation in companies. Also non-binding European rules, such as the Action Plan of the Commission on modernising Company law and Enhancing Corporate Governance in the EU
of 21 May 2003 do not entail actions as regards female representation
in corporate governance.~"') In its 2003 Action Plan, the Commission
established the European Corporate Governance Forum to coordinate
national corporate governance codes. This Forum will exist in regular
high level meetings, chaired by the Commission, and will comprise
representatives from Member States, European regulators (including
CESR), investors and academics, but gender equality is not a priority
of the European Corporate Governance rorum.
In conclusion it can be stated that male dominance Is inherent to
corporate governance legislation. European corporate governance legislation does not support women in the boardroom. The EU has not
issued any recommendations as regards the women in the boardroom
and also the Lisbon Strategy 2020 only mentions gender equality briefly and does not include specific measures as regards women in senior
management positions.

5.2 Tradition: Under-representation of women in specific sectors
There is an underrepresentation of women in boardrooms in general,
but mainly in specific sectors such as engineering, sciences, mmmg,

20H. Council Regulation (EEC) 21 :{7/H!"> ol2:"> .July !9H5 on the European Economic Interest. Grouping (EEI<;).
209. ComnHIIli('ation from the ConnHi"l:sion to I he CoUIKil and the European Parliamcul- Modcrnis-

iug Company Law and Enhancing Corpot·atc (;ovcrnann: in the Europea11 Union- A Plan to
Move 1-i>nvard, C0Mi200~/02H4 linal.
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transport, mathematics and even in the so-called 'new' industry (the
Information Technology (IT) industry). There is the so-called 'leaky
pipeline' that carries sLUdents from secondary school through university and on to a job in sciences, engineering, transport etc. .. ~ 10 The
pipeline leaks at various stages: students change their minds when
applying to universities and select another study area; others begin
but change their mind before graduation, some leave the pipeline
after graduating when they choose a career. The most interesting
feature is that women leak out more often than men, but no one has
intentionally decided to filter out women of this stream into a science
career. Blickenstaff examined the literature of the last 30 years to find
explanations for the absence of women in science. He examines factors
such as biology, academic preparation, attitude and early experiences,
role models, curriculum materials and design, pedagogy, hostile atmosphere, pressure to fill gender roles and the masculine worldview of
science. He suggests that the very nature of science may contribute to
the absence of women.
In conclusion it can be stated that many factors, such as the school
system, traditions to fulfill certain gender roles and the nature of the
industry or science sector itself, contribute to the lack of female participation in the board room of some industries and in science.
5.3 The nature ofwomen

Well qualified women often leave the company before they reach a top
level position in the company. The opt-out happens especially when
major changes in the private life of women make adaptations of their
work schedule necessary, notably when a child is born. Mter the child
is born, women remain the main responsible person in the family to

l!IO.
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organise the household and to care for the childreiL ~ 11 Moreover, the
combination of private life and work life is more difficult for women
than for men. The birth of a child and the subsequent care of the child
makes women leave the pipeline before they reach a position at senior
level.
In conclusion it can be stated that pregnant women and mothers are
well protected by European legislation. The main problem is that women on the way to the top (or those who already reached top level)
opt-out after having had a baby. The father on the contrary intends
to work more to obtain a higher income to support his family, which
often results in a promotion for the father. If the father gets promoted
and has to work longer hours, the mother works less or decides to
stay home. Many companies loose talented workforce as women tend
to stay at home after having given birth to a child.~'~ To prevent the
drop-out of women, governments and big companies have elaborated
programmes to retain and promote women on their way to senior management positions after having had a child.
5.4 A health issue

According to studies in Sweden, women are more prone to the adverse
effects of stress which might lead to a burn-out. Stress is inherent to a
position at senior management level. Moreover, women often tend to
over perform and work long hours to proof themselves. The pressure

211. Study on IIOII-kgislcuivc initiatin's for l'01llpanics to promote gender equality at the workplace
011 hchalfofthc European Conuuissio11, hy the Aw;nian lnstillllc f()r SME Research in luoperalion with Euradc sprl, European Institute IC:n· Managing Diversity, Centre l()r Creative Leader-

ship Europe and European Nc1work li>r Social and Economic Rcscan:h, March 2010, p. ti.

21~. Study on nou-kgislativc initialin~s for companies to promote g·cndcr equality at the workplacc
Oil hchalfofthc European Commission, by the Austrian Iusti1lllc l(lr SME Rcsean:h in c..:oopera-

tion with Eurade sprl, I·~uropean Institute f(lr Managing- Divcr:-;ity, Centre f(lr Creative Leadership Europe and Fnrop<·an Nelwork f(>r Social and EnHIOIIIic Research, March 2010,1'· 107-107.
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on women in the boardroom increases when they are the only women
in the boardroom (tokenism). This often under-estimated issue needs
to be taken into account when trying to retain women in the company.

6.

Possible solutions to improve gender
equality in corporate governance

6.1 What can the law do to put women in the boardroom?
6.1.1 At international level

At international level there are general rights that protect all persons
from discrimination on grounds of sex. The right of all persons to
equality before the law and protection against discrimination constitutes a universal right recognised by the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the United Nations Convention on the Elimination
of All Forms of Discrimination against Women, the United Nations
Covenants on Civil and Political Rights and on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights and the European Convention for the Protection of
Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. Convention No. Ill of
the International Labour Organisation (ILO) prohibits discrimination
in the field of employment and occupation. Articles 21 and 23 of the
Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU also prohibit any discrimination on grounds of sex and enshrine the right to equal treatment
between men and women in all areas, including employment, work
and pay.
As regards corporate governance issues, the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) launched the Principles
of Corporate Governance in 2004. 'I11e OECD prohibits discrimination on grounds of s'ex as regards employment, but does not stimulate
the increase female participation in corporate governance. Although
debates about the importance of advancement of women in decision-
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making functions in corporations regularly take place, there is no legal
basis, such as obligatory quota for women in the board of directors, at
international level.
6.1.2 At Eumpean level

In Europe, women and men have the same rights to equal access to
all levels of the professional hierarchy. This right of equal access and
equal opportunities has been granted direct effect by the ECJ, but EU
has not included a balanced female participation in its legislation nor
recommendations on corporate governance issues.
The Parliament has given many recommendations on gendet~ equality,
but not yet on balanced participation of women and men in top positions in companies. 'Io improve gender balance at the top of a company, the Parliament should also issue a Recommendation on balanced
participation of men and women in the board room of companies. In
this Recommendation the Parliament could recommend that Member
States adopt a national policy to increase the number of women on
boards, that a clause on balanced participation of men and women
in boards should be inserted in national corporate governance codes
(CGC) and that companies should draft an annual report about their
gender allocation in the board.
Recently, the Commission is considering introducing a quota to tackle
gender imbalances in the decision-making bodies of private companies if companies prove incapable of voluntarily adapting their gender
balance.~ 1 : 1 'Io reach this goal, the Commission can use article 19 TFEU
or article 157 TFEU as a legal basis to advance gender equality in private companies. Article 19 TFEU creates the possibility to use incentive measures to be applied in the field of anti-discrimination. Incentive

21:~.

EU mulls gender quotas
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company boards,

WW\'\.'.curactiv.com,
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measures are designed to support cooperation between Member States
by way of for example: (l) promoting exchange of information and
best practices on gender issues, (2) offering analysis, monitoring and
advice of actions carried out in the Member States as regards the promotion of gender equality in the board room, (3) bringing together
and exchanging experience in the Member Stales as regards women
in the boardroom, through experimental pilot projects which will help
Member States in developing their gender policies in the light of the
lessons learned (4) oflering a quantitative and qualitative evaluation of
the effects of the Member States gender strategy in corporate governance, including assessment of the effectiveness of the methodology
used (5) specific information measures to increase the general awareness of the gender issue in corporate governance.
6.1.3 At national level

In the Member Stales, a variety of actions have been taken to improve diversity in the boardroom. Many governmental proposals stress
the importance of gender diversity in the boardroom. In the United
Kingdom (UK), the Higgs report of 2003, commissioned by the British
Department of Trade and Industry, argues that diversity could enhance board effectiveness and specifically recommends that firms should
draw more actively from professional groups in which women are better represented. Sweden has threatened to make gender diversity a
legal requirement if companies do not voluntarily reserve a minimum
of 25% of their board seals for female directors.
The 2003 Norwegian corporate governance legislation requires public
companies to increase the percentage of women on their boards to
40% or face dissolution, since January 2008. Spain has enacted a law
requiring compal'l.ies to increase the share of female directors to 40%
by 2015. The French parliament has recently introduced a bill which
would require companies listed on the .French stock exchange to have
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40% female directors by 2015. Finland's new CGC came into effect
in .January 20 l 0, and requires all companies listed in Finland to have
at least one woman on the board, or explain why they do not. The
UK Combined Code on Corporate Governance sets out standards of
good practice in relation to issues such as board composition and development, remuneration, accountability and audit and relations with
shareholders. This Code is currently under review. .J onathan Rees, the
Chair of the Government Equalities Office (the Government Equalities
Office is responsible for the Government's overall strategy, legislation,
and priorities on equality issues) suggests that the Code should be
strengthened along the lines of the Spanish Code of Governance. The
phrasing of such a provision could be mode led after the Spanish Code,
for example:
"When women directors are few or non-existent, the board should state
the reason for this situation and the measures taken to correct is; in
particular, the Nominations Committee should take steps to ensure
that: (a) the process of filling board vacancies has no implicit bias
against women candidates; (b) the company makes a conscious effort
to include women with the target profile among the candidates for
board places."
At present, Sweden has developed two interesting initiatives to improve gender equality in senior positions in companies in 2009. These are
1) a national steering programme for female board members in private
and public enterprises: 'Steering Power' and 2) a new strategy for 'An
Equal Labour Market'. The 'Steering Power' has as its purpose to identify and recognise competent women with the talent to become board
members in public and private enterprises. An assessment report of
this new Strategy will be presented to the Swedish Parliament in 2011.
Also in Austria the Code of Businesses has been amended and contains an obligation for all capital companies to describe in their annual
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reports which kind of measures have been taken in order to promote
women on boards of management, supervisory boards and in leading
positions of the enterprise. Austria also amended the Act on the organisation of Universities and their Studies to improving promotion
of women at universities and to strengthen the structure and powers
of the internal equality bodies. 211 In Spain progress towards gender
equality has been substantial as regards political participation and
access to senior positions where the law sets mandatory quotas. The
Spanish Minister of Equality underlines that the gender equality has
improved a lot, but he remarks that the real reason behind this is that
structural problems of the economic crisis affect to a greater extent
male-dominated sectors.~ 15
An interesting development takes place in The Netherlands, where a
new law obliges the employers to take actions against discrimination
in their organisation. Discrimination based on gender inequality is
regarded as a psychological pressure at work. The Dutch newspaper
de Volkskrant announced on 13 September 2010 that the rise of women in the board room of Dutch companies has almost come to an
end.~u; A research into 30 leading Dutch companies, conducted by the
newspaper itself: shows that in 2008 the amount of women in senior
management positions rose with almost 2 percent, but slowed down
in 2009 to 0,5 percent. The initiatives which have been taken during
recent years to push women to the top of companies have not been
very fruitful. One of these initiatives concerns the Charter Talent to
the Top designed by the Dutch government in collaboration with lOO
companies. The cause of this slow-down is to be found in the recent
financial crisis.

214. European Cendcr Equality Law Review, No 2/2009, p. 32.
215. European Gender Equality l.aw Review, No 2/2009, p. 94.
216. de Volkskrattt or I :I September 2010, p. I and 21.
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In some countries, such as Belgium, Italy, Romania and Germany, there was almost no interest for gender issues because of several reasons:
the economic recession, a paralysed govenunent·and serious national
budgetary deficits. In France there are some voices that ask for the
adoption of an Act allowing better representation of women in councils
and boards of private and public companies, in the access to elective
professional functions (like the position of judge in Labour courts, or
the positions of workers' representatives) and in the structures of trade
unions. Some countries, such as Greece and Iceland, stimulate the
participation of women in political decision-making.
6.1.4 At business level

There are some big companies that have announced the use of gender
quota in the future. Deutsche Telekom is the first German company to
apply such gender quota:
Germany's boardrooms have long been a cherished male preserve.
But that's about to change at one of the country's biggest companies,
Deutsche 'Ielekom, which has just unveiled a radical new plan to fasttrack more women into management roles. By 2015, the company has
mandated that 30% of its middle and upper management positions be
filled by women - the first gender quota to be implemented at one of
Germany's top 30 DAX-listed companies. Anne Wenders, a Deutsche
Telekom spokesperson, says this is not a "tokenistic gesture aimed at
political correctness," but a new way of thinking that could become a
model for other German companies. "This is a revolution and it will
change the way our company works," she says.~ 17

217. 'In (;crmany. a Quola l(,r Female ~lauag;ers' iu Time of'22 March 201(). Read mon:: hup://www.
lime.mm/timc/lmsincss/arl idc/O,H5\l\l,l 9741 0\J,OO.hunl#g;.
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6.1.5 Conclusion

It can be stated that at this moment, the only enforceable legal measures can be found at national level, where some Member States have
included a balanced female participation in their national CGC, these
are the Finnish CGC in 2008, the Swedish CGC in 2008, the Spanish
CGC in 2006 and the German CGC in 2009. Norway has issued legislation according to which companies are required to have at least
33 % to 50 % of each gender depending of the size of the board.
The gender gap varies significantly between the different Member
States: Sweden, Finland, Spain, Germany and Norway are the leading
countries as regards a balanced female participation in senior management positions. Other Member States are still confronted with a
large gender gap as regards male and female representation at senior
management level.
If the EU wants to reduce this gender gap it should enact European
legislation specifically related to female participation in senior management position. The Commission is currently working on legislation
introducing quota to tackle gender imbalances in the decision-making
bodies of private companies.
A mandatory diversity programme, such as the obligatory quota,
remains controversial in many Member States. Member States argue
that diversity should be part of the comprehensive form culture and
not the duty of one task manager who has to fulfill the quota. The
argument against legally enforceable balanced participation is that
it contradicts the principle of the free market in which the state is
not allowed to regulate how goods, services and labor may be used,
priced, or distributed.

6.2 How to break with traditions
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There is an underrepresentation of women in boardrooms in general,
but mainly in specific sectors such as engineering, sciences, mmmg,
transport, mathematics ...
Sweden sets a very good example as how to improve gender equality
in corporate governance and other senior positions. One of the goals
of Sweden is equal access by women and men to positions of power
and influence. At this moment Sweden is the world leader in terms of
the amount of women in political decision-making bodies at national,
regional and local level.
However, only 3.1% of the board members in large private enterprises are women. The gender distribution in public companies is more
balanced with 46% of the seats occupied by women. Women in private
enterprises are active in industries such as cleaning, service provisions,
health care and education. Men are more often found in the manufacturing, construction, transport and communications industries. This
gender division in the business sector also affects the career choices
young people make. Therefore, Sweden tries to tackle the gender division problems already at the bottom; this is to say at educational
level. In order to break the gender inequality pattern, the Swedish
government will bring changes in the whole educational system, from
pre-schools to higher education. This has led to some changes; there
are 6% more men in health care and 6% more women in the construction industry.

6.3 What about the interface of the combination of
pregnancy, giving birth, childcare, family life and
women at top level or on their way to the top?
6.3.1 The EuTOpean legislatoT
In Europe, there are some directives to protect pregnant employees.
Article 2(7) of the Equal Treatment Directive provides as follows:
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This Directive shall be without prejudice to provisions concerning the
protection of women, particularly as regards pregnancy and maternity.
A woman on maternity leave shall be entitled, after the end of her period of maternity leave, to return to her job or to an equivalent post on
terms and conditions which are no less favourable to her and to benefit
from any improvement in working conditions to which she would be
entitled during her absence.
Less favourable treatment of a woman related to pregnancy or maternity leave within the meaning of Directive 92/85/EEC shall constitute
discrimination within the meaning of this Directive.
The Recast Directive 2006/54 ensures the implementation of the principle of equal opportunities and equal treatment of men and women in
matters of employment and occupation i.e. access to employment, including promotion, vocational training, working conditions including
pay and occupational social security schemes. Article 2(2) of this directive states that discrimination includes any less favourable treatment of
a woman related to pregnancy or maternity leave within the meaning
of Directive 92/85. Article 15 addresses the right of female workers to
return to their job or an equivalent post after maternity leave. The
Pregnancy and Maternity Directive 92/85 implements measures to
encourage improvements in the safety and health at work of pregnant
workers and workers who have recently given birth or who are breastfeeding. This is a minimum standards Directive and Member States
can adopt rules providing for more favourable protection of pregnant
workers. In 2002, the Parliament and the EU Council took incentive
measures in the field of employment with respect to the combination
of working and family life. 218 The actions of Member States in the field
218. lkcision No 1145/2002/EC oft he Europcanl"arliamcnt and of the Council of 10 June 2002 on
Comm11nity incentive mca:..;ures in Lhe field of employment- SLatcmeru

l. 170, 29.6.2002, p. Hi.
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of employment policy should make efforts to mainstream the principle
of gender equality, in particular for men and women in employment
and labour markets and to reconciling working life and family life.~ 19
It is clear that these European measures are very important, but do not
help women obtain seats in the board room.
6.3.2 The nationallegislatoT

The Swedish government proposed some interesting measures which
could have an appreciable effect on the number of women in top position. At national level, the Swedish government proposes the following
measures for women who had had a baby: l) a gender equality-bonus
for parents that equally participate in working life, 2) a tax relief for
household services to facilitate the combination of private life and
work life, 3) the establishment of a working group which analyses these
issues, and 4) a questionnaire-based study on gender equality in parenthood. Further the Swedish government will mandate the National
Institute for Statistics to conduct a time-use study on how men and
women divide their time.
6.3.3 .4t business level

The most useful measures for women to stay in the board room after
having had a child or to be able to combine family and work life are
established by the companies itself. Big companies undertake important
steps for women on their way to the top to combine family and work life.
111ese measures however are not enforceable. Some initiatives at business
level will be set out hereunder. 1l1is is not an exhaustive overview of all
measures taken by individual companies, but gives a good overview of
what companies try to do to make life at the top easier for women.

219. Anide 4 oflkcision No 114!V2002/EC.
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KPMG comes to the conclusion that one of the most important barriers
for women to reach senior level, lie in balancing work and family. Therefore KPMG designed a Retention Strategy to retain talented women
called My Family Matters.
Microsoft Inc. has also elaborated a Retention Strategy since the
company was losing highly qualified women since they did not return to work after giving birth to a child. Therefore Microsoft Inc.
indicates a personal mentor for each employee (men and women)
on parental leave. The mentor informs the absent employee about
current issues at the company. Moreover, the absent employee may
keep its company computer, business cell phone, as well as their entry codes to the systems. Further, the company organises 'Stay Connected Breakfast' where men and women on parental leave as well
as their personal mentors and managers are invited to informally
discuss current developments
Siemens AG uses a Re-entry Concept. Women and men in higher positions on parental leave are offered:
- a workshop which deals with the new role of the employee in the
family and with methods to balance job and family.
- close contact is kept with women who are on maternity protection or
with persons on parental leave;
- a personal mentor is nominated
during and after parental leave;

to

support these employees before,

- approx. 1 month before the leave is taken a check-up talk is held between the employee, the mentor and the responsible manager after
which a personal development plan is then elaborated;
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- approx. 4 months before the re-entry, another check up talk is held
to clarify the details of re-entry;
- trainings can be taken during parental leave (many trainings are also
oflered on e-learning basis);
- possibility to work some hours during the leave with flexible timing.
Deutsche Post DHL AG offers a specific return programme to all
employees who wish to return to their jobs after having spent time
with their families. Already during their absence, these employees
are invited to participate in information events and training sessions.
'Iemporary assignments and fill-ins for employees who are on vacation or ill are also possible. Upon return, a specific return seminar
informs employees about the company's current direction. Once the
employee is back in the job, flexible working time arrangements and
assistance in organising child care shall ensure balance of professional
and family live.
At Dell Inc. a 'maternity toolkit' has been developed. ·1 'his toolkit allows
managers to understand and communicate effectively with pregnant
employees before and during their maternity leave.
IKEA. developed a 'parental leave compass' which is also designed to
improve the communication between managers and employees before
and during, but also after their maternity leave and addresses also men.
When an IKEA employee expects a child, he and she is asked by his or
her manager when and for how long he and she intends to take parental leave. Men are motivated to take parental leave since the company
asks both men and women if they want to take parental leave. Men are
motivated to take parental leave at e. g. Assecurazioni Generali s.p.A.
or Stormberg AS.
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Henkel AG, Microsoft Inc., TUI AG or Siemens AG (Austria) and IKEA
have implemented measures to ensure that close contact is kept with
their employees on parental leave.
Accenture (UK) Ltd .. organises a Father's Workshop which is aimed at
new and expectant fathers. The fathers gain first aid knowledge, hear
first hand from a maternity nurse on what to expect, learn what support
is available to them and share knowledge and experiences with others.
In conclusion it can be stated that some prominent companies took
very interesting measures to retain women on board. These companies'
strategies offer excellent ideas for other companies about how to deal
with the gender issue in the board room. Also European and national legislators should study and take into account these no-nonsense
measures when contemplating legislation about the gender balance in
corporate governance.
6.4 What about the health of women: reducing stress
There is no general awareness about the fact that also health is an
issue for women to opt out of the race to the top of the company.
Some Member States however invest in the health of women in relation to employment issues. The Swedish government established an
institute to examine gender differences in work return after illness.
Further the government gives a rehabilitation guarantee for women
to facilitate work return and examines gender differences in sickness
absence. The Spanish government created a women health advisory
council.
Women in European offices often leave the company because they do
not feel comfort£1ble in the culture of their workplace. Some companies
developed instruments to reduce the level of stress for women in senior
positions. Deloitte for example uses a three-level approach: (l) the
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company will invest in encouraging women to position themselves and
also in investigating why some women are reluctant to put themselves forward; (2) the hoard of the company is responsible for the total,
ensuring accountability for the whole at the top level; (3) the process
of recmitment, appraisals, promotion and remuneration should be frequently reviewed in order to prevent gender discrimination and unfair
treatment.
Another successful instrument of Deloitte to reduce stress is the crossgender mentoring program, which brings together male partners with
senior women on their way to partner level.
While mentoring each other, men have become more sensitive to the
issues women face within the company, whereas women have gained a
better understanding of the culture and the way business is being done
at the top levels. Deloitte also came to the conclusion that women benefit from transparency and shared responsibility. This can be reached
through conversations around pace, workload, location/schedule and
role. Another solution can be found in providing a mentor for female
employees in the board room or e-mentoring to develop management
skills, to provide support and guidance and a personal friendship for
women in top positions. Finally, there should he more than one woman
in the board room. One woman is under too much pressure.
6. Conclusions

The principle of equality between men and women is present in European legislation and consequently in legislation of the Member States.
However, this legally enforceable principle of gender equality is not
sufficient. Equality rights have nothing to do with equality participation in the board room of companies. Although it has been proven
that having three or more women in the board leads to positive results
for the company, women still do not reach these senior management
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positions because they jump off the ladder to the top or quickly leave
the boardroom after entering.
As for now, only some Member States, with Sweden on top, and espe-

cially some high-ranking companies take excellent appropriate measures to stimulate women to climb up the ladder and not to drop out if
they are confronted with birth, a difficult combination between private
and work life or highly stressful events at work.
It is now up to the European legislator to take in-depth and practical

measures if Europe wants to have more women in the board room.
The Commission is currently contemplating such legislation. The
European legislator should be inspired by measures taken by some
national governments, especially the Swedish realistic measures and
foremost the measures taken by big companies, when mulling over its
own legislation as regards gender balance in corporate governance.
These far-reaching measures should be innovative and touch the core of
the problems that working women are confronted with. The measures
should address problems that do not only concern the legal position of
womei1 in a company, but the problems women experience which are a
complex combination of psychological, biological, long-established and
legal issues. An excellent example of such comprehensive measures, that
take into account the complexity of the problems, is the re-entry concept
used by Siemens which offers a workshop that deals witl1 methods to
balance work and private life; the appointment of a personal mentor and
the possibility to work some hours during the leave with flexible timing.
These measures should make the re-entry of women (and men) easier.
Further, the EU and national governments should invest in research
about the problem's of women at the top such as women's health. These
studies should result in an overview of legally enforceable far-reaching
measures, such as a tax relief for household services to facilitate the
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combination of private life and work life that might help women to slay
in senior management position or not lO drop out before they have
reached a senior position.
An obligatory quota programme remains arguable since it contradicts
the free market principle.
The Commission could study over a provision in the Spanish Code stating that: "When women directors are few or non-existent, the board
should stale the reason for this situation and the measures taken lo
correct it; in particular, the Nominations Committee should take steps
lo ensure that: (a) the process of filling board vacancies has no implicit
bias against women candidates; (b) the company makes a cQnscious
effort to include women with the target profile among the candidates
for board places. Or along the Austrian Code of Businesses which contains an obligation for all capital companies to describe in their annual
reports which kind of measures have been taken in order to promote
women on boards of management, supervisory boards and in leading
positions of the enterprise.
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